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SAF funds allocated to adviser
$14,000 of student activity money set aside for adviser of hockey club and Rhapsody Blue
Matt Mihalich
John Carroll University
20700 North Park Blvd.
University Heights, OH 44118

Staff Reporter

The Student Activity Fee Allocation Committee met this week to
determine how the student activity
fee will be used for the upcoming year, finalizing votes from
SUPB Senate and input from Vice
President for Student Affairs Mark
McCarthy.
This past year, however, the
SAF was used in a way that did not
directly support the students. Former VP for Student Affairs Patrick
Rombalski allocated $14,000 for
Edward Peck, an adviser for the
singing group Rhapsody Blue and
the JCU hockey team.
Of all the on-campus programs
that require advisers, Peck was the
only one who was paid with SAF
money.
“For the first five years when I
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started here – when I started Rhapsody Blue and started working with
the hockey team – I was a John Carroll employee,” Peck said. In years
prior, Peck was associate dean of the
grad school.
Junior Jill White, vp for business affairs on the Student Union
Programming Board and co-chair

of SAFAC said, “That [to allocate
the money] was a decision that was
made by Patrick Rombalski. The
SAFAC had nothing to do with it.
It was a decision made by Patrick
Rombalski and Father Niehoff essentially.”
Rombalski and the Rev. Niehoff
were unavailable for comment.

Rombalski left JCU last May, and is
currently working at Boston College
and attempts to reach Rev. Niehoff,
president of JCU, via phone, were
referred to Mark McCarthy, vp for
student affairs.
McCarthy said, “Last year, my
guess, without putting words in the
mouth of the person that’s not here

anymore, it was the vision on the
part of the Vice President that one
of the ways to enhance student life
on campus would be to support a
person who is serving as an adviser
to several organizations.”
Although this money was allocated for these programs, it is not
all Peck’s salary, nor does he receive
all $14,000 – a small portion goes to
fringe benefits.
While some staff members received SAF money, this situation
was unique since Peck was the only
adviser being paid.
Peck said, “By being paid this
money, I was still a John Carroll employee and because of that, I could
still be the advisers for Rhapsody
Blue and the hockey team.”
This situation does not break any
rules or regulations by the Univer-

Fair Trade in your cup?
Against JCU contract, Folgers used instead of Fair Trade
Colleen Saunier
Staff Reporter

For the past few years, John Carroll University has
been a proud supporter of Fair Trade coffee.
The University has supported the product because
it helps farming families across Latin America, Africa
and Asia to improve the quality of life in their communities. This improvement happens through the Fair
Trade principles, which include fair prices, fair labor
conditions, community development and environment
sustainability.
This product was brought to campus to help fulfill
the JCU and Jesuit mission.
For the past few months, however, JCU’s catering
service, Aramark, has been using Folgers coffee instead
of Fair Trade at some of their events.
At this point, it is unclear when and where the switch
from Fair Trade coffee to Folgers coffee was made.
“An inventory count was conducted and it was
discovered that boxes of Folgers coffee were ordered.
Additionally, multiple cases of previously-inventoried
Folgers were missing,” said junior Alex Phillips, a Fair
Trade intern.
According to Phillips, this indicates that Folgers
coffee was being ordered and consumed.
Under their contract, Aramark was to use Fair Trade
coffee at all their events. Catering customers who plan
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events have the option to choose non-Fair Trade coffee, but only by special request.
This was a request that was not made clear to the
customers. If the customer checked “coffee” on the
catering form, they would not know what specific
type of coffee they would be receiving.
“This was very disappointing,” said Phillips. “I
know how long it took to bring Fair Trade coffee
to JCU.”
The JCU dining hall and cafés have carried Fair
Trade products for several years, but the catering
service just recently began serving only Fair Trade
coffee at their events. The Fair Trade interns pushed
Aramark to use Fair Trade everywhere coffee is
served on campus.
Aramark claims that it was a big misunderstanding
and are very apologetic about the mix-up.
“Aramark’s VPs need to know and be reminded
that having Fair Trade coffee is important to the JCU
community and they need to keep it a priority,” said
junior Maggie Antonelli, another Fair Trade intern.
The interns said they were determined to see Fair
Trade coffee be served on campus when a contract
says that it should.
The interns are now pushing for Fair Trade fruit,
rice and other foods to be brought to campus in an
effort to support farms and communities and to make
up for the coffee switch.
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JCU professor caught in quake

Campus
Briefs

Italian professor Santa Casciani experienced earthquake while visiting hometown in Italy

Training in respite
care available
John Carroll is sponsoring a
respite care workshop taught by
Milestones Autism Organization
on April 24 and May 1 from 6:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in AD 258. The
workshop is for students and
professionals in the JCU area.
The participants will learn
how to provide temporary care
for children with various developmental disabilities.
The cost of the workshop
is $30 per person. To register
call (216) 371-4765 or e-mail
milestonesorg@gmail.com.

Opportunity to hit
the gong
Any graduating senior who
has acquired a job, is going to
grad school or is doing volunteer or military service, can
hit the gong on April 30 from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. by the St. Ignatius statue in the quad area.

Donate medicines
The Center for Service and
Social Action is collecting over
the counter medications to
distribute during the medical
Immersion Trip to Honduras
this summer. Medications being collected include vitamins
for children and adults, Tylenol
or Motrin for children, cough
medicines and syrups for children and adults, and creams.
Donations can be dropped
off in the Center for Service
and Social Action, the Psychology Department, or in Campus
Ministry. All donations should
be in by May 15.
For more information contact Ted Steiner at (216) 3976227.

Sport sychologist
visits JCU
Dr. Charlie Maher, sports
psychologist for the Cleveland
Cavaliers and Cleveland Indians
is speaking at JCU on April 24,
from 12 p.m. until 1 p.m. in
the Donahue Auditorium. This
event, which is sponsored by the
Psychology Department, is free
and open to everyone.
For more information
contact Tracy Masterson at
tmasterson@jcu.edu or (216)
397-1512.

Jenny Friedman
Bridget Fitzgerald
Staff Reporter

Santa Casciani, associate professor of Italian language and literature
at John Carroll University, was
caught amidst the deadliest earthquake to strike Italy in decades.
Casciani, who survived the earthquake without injury, was a witness
to the devastating aftermath of the
earthquake that destroyed a town and
left 270 dead, thousands injured and
even more homeless.
Casciani was visiting her mother
in her small hometown of L’Aquila,
Italy, when the earthquake erupted at
3 a.m. on Monday, April 6. The 6.3
magnitude earthquake was centered
in L’Aquila, but affected more than
26 villages.
The earthquake’s vibrations were
felt in cities like Rome, which is
over 70 miles west of L’Aquila, and
where five JCU students were when
the earthquake struck. The students,
who are studying at the University of
Loyola Chicago John Felice Rome
Center, were not harmed.
Junior Matt Collins said, “At the
time of the quake I felt this giant
tremor that shook the whole room.
After the quake it was dead silent,
an eerie silence almost.”
Each JCU student experiencing
their first earthquake, searched for
confirmation after the event.
Junior Laura Nowiki said, “Ev-

eryone went into the hallway and
talked about what just happened.
It was real.”
Although the students felt the
effects of the earthquake, they
realized that other areas experienced more devastating effects.
Junior TJ Disanto said, “Our
part of the country was very lucky,
but north of us was L’Aquila and
they received significant damage.”
Channel 3 News was able to
reach Casciani in L’Aquila following the earthquake.
“The earth shook for what felt
like five minutes. Then the lights
went off. I couldn’t figure out
what was happening,” Casciani
told them via cell phone.
Casciani’s colleagues and
Photo by AP
friends from JCU made many Italian President Giorgio Napolitano visits a devastated town.
unsuccessful attempts to contact
her once news broke about the
I was when I finally heard her forget that, even during the very first
earthquake.
voice,” said Ferri. “That meant that telephone call, she was worrying
Luigi Ferri, a visiting assistant she was alive.”
about JCU students who were supprofessor of Italian language and
Ferri discovered that both Cas- posed to participate in the Summer
literature at JCU, was one of the first ciani and her mother survived the Institute in Abruzzo,” said Ferri.
to try to contact Casciani.
quake, but their house was damaged
Casciani will return to teach at
After reading about the earth- and their town was left in ruins.
JCU for the 2009 fall semester. Until
quake Monday morning, Ferri
However, amidst the chaos, Cas- then, she will remain in L’Aquila
made the connection that Casciani ciani was concerned for others in the with her mother to help with recovwas caught in the middle of the village and her JCU students.
ery efforts.
disaster.
“Already the next day she was
Friends and colleagues continue
After trying to call for two days, clearly focusing on positive, pro- to wish her all the best, but Ferri
Ferri was finally able to reach Cas- active things: Taking care of her knows she’ll be okay.
ciani’s cell phone on the Wednesday mother, helping others around the
“I believe in her. She has all the
following the earthquake.
hospital where they were staying, inner power to overcome the effects
“It is easy to imagine how happy talking to other people. I will never of this tragedy,” said Ferri.

JCU students face possible charges
Investigation pending after students use ‘magic mushrooms’
Colin J. Beisel
Campus Editor

Two John Carroll University
students could face charges pending
an investigation by Campus Safety
Services and the University Heights
Police Department after they allegedly used hallucinogenic drugs.
On March 28, a medical emergency call was made to CSS from
a student who complained he was
not feeling well. The Murphy Hall
resident was hospitalized and later
released; he admitted to using the
psychedelic drug mushrooms.
According to the CSS report, the
student said he and another student
had taken “magic mushrooms.”
Our attempts to obtain information from University Heights Police
Department were unsuccessful.
Mushrooms, or “shrooms” as

they are commonly referred to, contain substances like psyilocybin and
psilocin, which have psychedelic
properties known to cause hallucinations and other physical effects
on the mind.
The JCU Community Standards
Manual describes some effects of
the hallucinogens, such as “acute
reactions, panic revolving around
severe anxiety and intense fear of
losing control, psychotic reactions
involving severe breaks with reality
and persistent hallucinations and
delusions.”
Brian Hurd, assistant director of
Campus Safety Services, said “the
students were most likely not trafficking the drugs but were experimenting with the mushrooms.”
Hurd went on to say that there
was not heavy usage involved in the
incident and that the students will

have to appear before the Student
Union Hearing Board.
“The hearing board does not
typically take drug offenses lightly,”
he said.
The students will be referred to
the Dean of Students for further
disciplinary action. According to
the Community Standards Manual,
further action may include “fines,
probation, residence hall dismissal,
limitations on activities or access,
required counseling or advising,
performance of service work or other work detail, required residence in
university approved housing as a
condition of continued enrollment,
suspension or expulsion.”
The Community Standards Manual also says some students may be
referred to the university counseling center for drug education and
counseling.

The Carroll News
wins national
awards
The Society of Collegiate
Journalists recognizes the
following students:
College Newspaper, weekly or
less often - Honorable Mention
News Stories - Honorable
Mention, Andrew Rafferty for
“Students Kept in Dark About
Sex Crime”
Editorials - Honorable Mention, Jenna Lo Castro for “CSS
Fails to Inform”
Spot or Hard News - Honorable Mention, Kate McCall for
“Gunman Arrested”
Personal Opinion - Honorable Mention, Bob Seeholzer for
“Finding Subtlety in Facebook
Creepers”

Campus Safety Log
April 16, 2009
An X-box was reported missing from
Hamlin Hall at 8:03 p.m.

April 18, 2009
A report of students drinking outside of
Campion Hall was made at 6:11 p.m.

April 19, 2009
Damage in a Murphy Hall men’s bathroom
was reported at 2:07 a.m.

April 17, 2009
Items were reported missing from a
wallet at 2:16 p.m.

April 18, 2009
Possible damage to a vehicle in the Dolan
East Lot was reported at 11:54 p.m.

April 19, 2009
The smell of marijuana was reported in
Sutowski Hall at 10:07 p.m.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information contact x1615.
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JCU senior, Nick Habursky, describes his experiences visiting the highest court in the U.S.

Commentary by
Nick Habursky
The Carroll News

Through the kindness of the
Italian-American Studies Program
here at John Carroll, I was lucky
enough to join two students, two
professors and two faculty members from the Italian-American
Studies program to be guests of
Justice Samuel Alito and listen to
oral arguments.
Etched in the marble at the front
of the Court are the words “equal
justice under law.” As I sat in the
courtroom that morning, those
inscribed words are precisely what
the Justices would be ensuring.
Though the Court is open to the
public, its relatively small gallery
makes it almost impossible to
listen to the arguments.
The experience was one that
I will never forget. The highlight
of the day was the 15 minutes we
were able to spend with Justice
Alito in his chambers immediately
following the oral argument.

Though his chambers are small,
the walls are lined with law books
and autographed sports memorabilia, with a beautiful wooden desk
as the centerpiece. Justice Alito
could not have been more polite
or gracious.
His hospitality was certainly
exceptional. He described the
complexity of the case we heard
that morning and the difficulty of
being a Justice, as well.
The case we observed was Jack
Gross v. FBL Financial Services
and dealt with age discrimination.
The first two lawyers arguing
spoke for only 30 seconds before
a Justice interrupted them midsentence to ask a question.
Eric Schnapper, a veteran lawyer representing Jack Gross, was
literally left speechless and visibly
flustered by numerous questions
raised by the Justices.
Carter Phillips, the lawyer representing FBL (and the person I rode
in the elevator with to a security
checkpoint earlier that morning),
seemed so thrown off by the Justices’ berating questions that he
called the wrong person Justice
Ginsburg – twice.
The second mistake caused
Justice Clarence Thomas to laugh
out loud in the middle of Phillips’
argument, quite a feat for a man
who rarely talks.
The lawyers were not the only
entertaining people in the Court that
morning. Justice Stephen Breyer,
who is known for his peculiar

Photo courtesy of CityData.com

JCU students heard oral arguments at the Supreme Court building in Washington, D.C.
hypothetical questions, did not
disappoint.
In an attempt to understand
what would happen if Jack Gross
was fired for reasons other than
age, Justice Breyer asked, “The
dam is a nuisance. We now show,
to prove that it’s a nuisance, that
it played a role in the death of my
fish. I mean, isn’t that the end of
the case?” Imagine being a lawyer
who graduated at the top his class
being forced to explain to Justice

Breyer who is responsible for the
death of his fish.
Think you could handle it?
Well, Phillips responded by referring to Justice Breyer accidentally
as Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
so don’t feel bad if you think you
would cave under the pressure.
My time at the Court was short,
yet remarkable. Though the minds
in that courtroom are undoubtedly some of the brightest, it was
fascinating to see how easily the

lawyers can be shaken and how
witty and amicable some of the
Justices seemed.
Don’t get me wrong, everyone
at the Court that day was serious
and meant business, but their
actions showed them in a more
personable way. The Justices could
be funny and the lawyers at times
seemed scared.
What is more incredible, however, is that it was just another day
at our nation’s highest court.

$14,000 in adviser payment has been removed from SAF allocation
From, SAF, p.1
-sity.
“There is discretion. There is no
law, there is no restriction that the
moneys cannot be utilized to support staff who work with student
programs,” said McCarthy. “In
fact, some money does go to that.
There is money that is allocated
out of the SAF that does support
some staffing.”
The advisers to student organizations, by and large, are
unpaid, McCarthy said. However,
McCarthy feels that allocating
money to one adviser and not all
advisers would create problems
for SAFAC.
“With this kind of payment
there would never be enough SAF
funds to cover all of these and

23

similar expenses,” McCarthy said.
“It is my understanding that since
the students are paying the fee, their
input and decision making on how
to best allocate the money is really
critical.”
White said, “McCarthy has been
kind of on board the entire time with
us. He has been really good with
interacting at meetings, just kind of
to see what is going on. He is making sure that if he has any concerns
he addresses them in the beginning
instead of the end.”
There are five members on SAFAC. Three of them are students
and two are staff members. Every
semester, students pay a $200 SAF.
Then, SAFAC makes original recommendations for how that money
will be spent.
Next, the SUPB Senate votes on

“It’s my understanding that since
the students are paying the fee, their
input and decision making on how
to best allocate the money is really
critical.”
			

Mark McCarthy
Vice President for Student Affairs

these allocations, decided by a 2/3
majority vote. Finally, the decisions
are taken to McCarthy for final
discretion.
“Essentially he says yes or no,
then tells Fr. Niehoff what is happening to make sure there are no

problems,” said White. “But really
because so much of it is student
activities and student affairs it is
really McCarthy’s final say.”
McCarthy looks at SAFAC’s
intentions and decides what will ultimately enhance life on campus.

McCarthy said, “Some of it goes
to support student organizations,
some of it goes to club sports and
recreations so that we can keep
the Corbo room running [for example].”
Typically, the SAF goes to
SUPB for things relating to campus activities and events. But, the
fee also serves many other student
activities on campus related to
recreation, student organizations
and categories.
For example, White said that a
portion of the SAF was allocated
to groups within campus ministry,
since they lost a significant amount
of endowment money
According to White, the hockey
and Rhapsody Blue adviser payment has been removed from the
SAF allocation.

Campus Calendar : April 2 3 - 29
Thursday

Kindergarten
Night will be
held in the
Underground at
8 p.m.

24

Friday

Greek Week lip
sync will be held in
Kulas Auditorium
at 8 p.m.

25

Saturday

Relay for Life will
be held outside
of Dolan Science
Center at 3 p.m.

26

Sunday

A reception for
all those who
have received
sacramental
initiation after the
6 p.m. Mass

27

Monday

Daily Mass will
be held in St.
Francis Chapel
at 12:05 p.m.

28

Tuesday

The Poverty and
Solidarity Series
will host speaker
Thomas Pogge in
the LSC Conference
Room at 7:30 p.m.

29

Wednesday

An information
session regarding
studying abroad in
France, Belgium
and Holland will be
held in AD 232 at
4:30 p.m.
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Lopez discusses the making of ‘The Soloist’
In a recent phone interview, journalist Steve Lopez talked about his latest experience with ‘The Soloist’
couldn’t have been luckier than to
end up with Robert Downey,” Lopez
said. “I feel great about the way it
turned out.”
Los Angeles Times journalist
Lopez loved Downey’s portrayal.
Steve Lopez is still in awe that HolHe
spoke to Downey before filming
lywood is telling his and Nathaniel
and
told him he trusted the actor’s
Ayers’ story.
instincts
and depth. “I wanted him
“The Soloist,” scheduled for
to just use his great talents and
release on April 27, is the incredible
skills to make something original,”
true story of Lopez (Robert Downey,
Lopez said.
Jr.) and his most heartfelt column
Lopez was amazed at what
and book subject, Nathaniel Ayers
Downey
was able to do with the
(Jamie Foxx).
part.
“Each
time that I see the movie,
Ayers is a schizophrenic with an
I
see
new
and different ways in
extreme talent for music who was
which
he
captured
some essence
born and raised in Cleveland.
of me,” said Lopez. “This, I think,
“It’s been pretty surreal,” said
is the genius of Robert Downey.
Lopez in a conference interview.
I think it’s just an amazing acting
“Seeing Robert Downey calling
performance. ”
himself Steve Lopez is a little bit
Lopez and Cleveland native Aystrange.”
ers
first met each other in 2005.
Lopez was approached by proWhile
walking through Los Anducers Gary Foster and Russ Krasgeles, Lopez saw a homeless man
noff three years ago with the intensitting near a statue of Beethoven.
tion of making a film about Ayers
In the man’s hands was a violin,
and himself.
an instrument he was able to play
Lopez said he had concerns about
with professional skill.
letting Hollywood tell the story. He
Lopez discovered that the Julwas worried that issues would be
liard
School accepted Ayers at the
simplified or the story would be
age
of
19. One of the top music
changed.
schools, Ayers only made it through
However, “They made the movie
Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures his third year after developing
they said they were going to make,” Robert Downey, Jr. (left) plays Steve Lopez (right).
schizophrenia.
said Lopez.
“Here’s the striking image of a guy whose story needed to
Lopez said he was very pleased with how themes of friend- issues and his conflicts.
Lopez was not part of the casting process. “I knew that my be told,” he said. Inspired by the homeless man’s story, Lopez
ship, the redemptive power of music, and the simple power of
job was to write the columns, write the book, and trust the featured Ayers in his next column.
human connection were illustrated in the finished film.
To Lopez, that man playing a two-stringed violin near the
“The film is by necessity a reduction, but the film is true people at Dreamworks to make the movie that they said they
wanted to make,” he said.
statue of Beethoven remains “the most inspirational experito all the essential themes,” commented Lopez.
“I know they went through a lot of people, and I think we ence of [his] life.”
He said the film stays true to framing the relationships, the

Joe Marino
Movie Critic

Jack’s Mannequin brings down the house

Photo by Mike Spinelli

Jack’s Mannequin rock and rolled on stage Saturday night.

CONCERT REVIEW
‘Jack’s Mannequin’

Kate Moss
The Carroll News

With the stage set and ready to go,
Jack’s Mannequin took the floor and
gave an unforgettable show to John
Carroll University students and the

local community.
A large part of the concert’s
success was due to the great audience turnout. The atmosphere was
upbeat and exciting.
Fans sang along and danced
to beats that lived up to the precedents set by their album, “Glass
Passenger.”
Junior Erin Considine agreed.
She said, “They were really good
live performers. They did a good job
and they had a good set list.”
While the fans were enjoying the
concert, it seemed as if the band was
having a fun time as well.

During the concert, they did
an exceptional job involving the
audience by telling stories and
funny jokes.
Junior Laura Heid said, “It was
really lively and fun to watch.”
Andrew McMahon, lead vocalist, energized the show with his entertaining tactics of jumping on the
piano and walking across the keys.
“I would definitely have given it a
five out of five,” said Heid.
It seemed as if the four band
members sincerely wanted to be at
JCU playing for everyone.
They were even spotted on
Coventry Road later that night continuing the celebration and fun.
The concert ran smoothly, and
JCU’s concert committee did a
great job making sure the performance ran without any gaffes.
Jack’s Mannequin will continue
to tour the country, with their next
stop at the University of Scranton
on April 25.
Following their stop in Pennsylvania, the band will travel to
Marist College the next day, the
House of Blues in Boston the following day and down to Baltimore
on April 29.
Overall, the concert was a gold
star performance and deserves
a commendable recognition of
Jack’s Mannequin, along with Matt
Nathanson and Low vs. Diamond,
the opening performances.

Interview with Jack’s Mannequin’s
Andrew McMahon
On Saturday, April 18, Jack’s Mannequin rocked out the DeCarlo
Varsity Center for the annual spring concert. Prior to that, senior
Anne McCarthy sat down with lead vocalist and pianist Andrew
McMahon.

Q:What are some of your biggest musical influences?
A:I grew up on Billy Joel and Elton John. Later in life bands like
Weezer and the Counting Crows. Also, Neil Young and Tom Petty and
The Heartbreakers.

Q:What are your favorite things about the college experience–
either from visiting schools or when you went to school?

A:Well, I didn’t attend college. I began touring right out of high

school. So it’s a good experience for us. It’s definitely fun after the shows,
and we tend to go out on campus, which is fun.

Q:What do you love most about music?
A: As a fan I love that you can be in a certain headspace in your
daily life and you put on a song or record and transport yourself and
forget your worries. You can go to a higher level of connection. And as
a musician myself, there is the traveling and facilitating that [musical
connection] for other people. I’m living my dream, and hopefully doing
it well. It’s all about fostering a connection.

Q:What are your favorite parts about traveling around the country to play concerts?

A:I moved a lot when I was growing up. I love the aspect of meeting new people. There is the energy of renewal every time you wake up
somewhere different. And there is also that attachment to the idea of
starting fresh. It has an intoxicating quality.

Arts & Life
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Fast-food healthier than cafeteria
Whether eating on the go or in the cafeteria, here are some useful reminders
Craig Willert
Arts & Life Editor

In a fast-paced world where quick service
beats quality service, we often find ourselves
eating on the go, for instance, stopping by
the local McDonald’s to grab a Big Mac and
fries. As college kids, we tend to eat out and
indulge in the beefy cheese burritos being
advertised on television.
With the cafeteria just a couple steps
away, it’s easy to grab a quick bite to eat or
pick up a “to-go” box. Ever wonder which
is healthier: Fast-food or the cafeteria food?
Some might immediately jump the gun and
claim the cafeteria.
Think twice.
In a recent issue of Men’s Health magazine, it lists the smartest ways to eat healthy
while on the go, and gives statistics for the
healthiest and least healthy meals, ranking
each fast food restaurant from top to bottom.
When compared to the cafeteria, certain
fast-food dishes were found to be healthier.
Some students such as John Carroll University sophomore Heather Colonna try to cut
back on certain foods. She said, “As far as the
cafeteria goes, I don’t eat ice cream.”
Other dishes that the guide points out are
Chipotle’s chicken burrito, which contains
more than 1,100 calories. On the flip side,
Men’s Health recommends eating a Quarter
Pounder without cheese at McDonald’s.
With finals right around the corner, students may be determined to stay up late and
binge study.
According to Men’s Health, some caffeinated drinks to avoid are the Rockstar energy
drink, Sunkist soft drink and Starbucks Venti
two percent Peppermint White Chocolate
Mocha.
To the right are some foods and dishes to
stay away from while eating on the go and
in the cafeteria.

Which is healthier?
Cafeteria
vs.		
Fast-Food
Hamburger:

McDonald’s Quarter Pounder without
cheese:

Serving Size: 1
Calories: 567.05
Total Fat: 23.8 g
Saturated Fat: 8.19 g

Serving Size: 1
Calories: 410 calories
Total Fat: 19 g
Saturated Fat: 7 g

Pepperoni Pizza:

Domino’s Pepperoni Pizza:

Serving Size: 2
Calories: 590
Fat: 20. 75 g
Saturated Fat: 8.98 g

Serving Size: 2
Calories: 510
Fat: 22 g
Saturated Fat: 8 g

Chicken Taco:

Taco Bell’s Spicy Chicken Soft Taco:

Serving Size: 3
Calories: 614.58
Fat: 39.16 g
Saturated Fat: 15.2 g

Serving Size: 3
Calories: 510
Fat: 18 g
Saturated Fat: 6 g

R
R
R

Some of the least healthiest drinks:

Fast-Food Report Card:
Subway................................................. A
Wendy’s................................................ BMcDonald’s.......................................... BKFC...................................................... C+
Arby’s................................................... C
Burger King.......................................... C-Compiled from Men’s Health Special Issue

Sunkist Soda
190 calories
52 g sugar

Glaceau VitaminWater
130 Calories
33 g sugar

Starbucks Venti
2% Peppermint
White
Chocolate Mocha
660 Calories
95 g sugar

Photos courtesy of webblogs.clarin.com, shadowmite.com, images.lifesambrosia.com, rbellliongames.flies.wordpress.com, zengame.com, thecoca-colacompany.com

Ohio is one of ten states to receive failing grade for teen dating laws
Study gives a state-by-state grade of legislation regarding abuse towards teenagers in relationships
Jenn Holton
Staff Reporter
Rihanna and Chris Brown may have been
the most recently publicized case, but they
certainly won’t be the last chapter in the story
of teen dating violence.
With numerous cases of domestic violence
across all 50 states and the Rihanna and
Chris Brown debacle still relatively present
in the news, reports have surfaced on each
state’s treatment of victims of teenage dating violence.
Break the Cycle, a youth organization
based in Los Angeles, Calif. released an annual “State-by-State Teen Dating Violence
Report Card,” grading each state’s laws on
how well they protect teen victims of dating
violence.
Ohio, as well as ten other states, received
an ‘F.’
“Break the Cycle's mission is to engage,
educate and empower youth to build lives and
communities free from domestic violence,”
said Colleen Gallopin, the policy and technical assistance manager for Break the Cycle.

“We do this by educating youth, encouraging
Comparing Ohio’s protection order laws
youth activism and advocating for systemic to a state such as Illinois, which received
change.”
an ‘A,’ shows a drastic and clear difference
The first State-by-State Teen Dating Report between the two.
Card was released in 2008 and updated in
Illinois law allows teenagers to obtain a
March of 2009.
protection order if they are dating or previAccording to Gallopin, the purpose of the ously dated the abuser. Whereas in Ohio, the
report cards
abuser must be
is to educate
someone they
advocates,
are married to
lawmakers
or were marand the pubried to.
lic about how
In Illinois,
their state’s
a victim can
laws treat teen
go to court
victims of datand file for
ing violence.
an emergency
John Carprotection orroll University
Colleen Gallopin der if he or she
sophomore
Policy and Technical Assistant Manager qualifies, howPatrick StrafBreak the Cycle ever in Ohio
fin said, “It’s a
the victim can
good resource,
go to court to
and it’s especially important for young people file for a temporary protection order.
to have a central location to go to in order
“Depending on each state, a victim can
to find easy-to-read information like these receive a temporary protection order on the
report cards.”
same day he or she goes to court, assuming he

“

Break the Cycle’s mission
is to engage, educate and
empower youth to build lives and
communities free from domestic
violence.

”

or she qualifies,” said Gallopin. “But those
orders only last a short period of time, until
the victim goes back to court for a hearing
that determines whether he or she gets a final
protection order.”
In Illinois, if an individual is younger than
18, he or she can have any adult file a protection order for them, and the protection order
cannot be denied because the person seeking
the order is a minor.
In Ohio, the minor must have a parent or
a household member file the protection order,
and there’s no law stating that the order cannot be denied to a minor.
“We have had several states contact us to
tell us that they are committed to changing
their states’ laws and asking for information
on how to do that and what changes to make,”
said Gallopin.
Still, Break the Cycle will continue to
update its report cards yearly in the hope
that states will improve laws concerning teen
dating violence.
“It’s our hope that the report card is used
by advocates as a tool to get lawmakers to
change laws that are not friendly to teen
victims,” said Gallopin.

Spend

tReduced tuition on undergraduate classes
t4UBZBU(BOOPOPStransfer credits back to
ZPVSVOJWFSTJUZPSDPMMFHF
tCatch up or get a jump on next
semester’s workload
tFocus on one or two classes at a time

With Us!

More than 250 undergraduate and
graduate courses are offered during
(BOOPOTUISFFDPOWFOJFOUTVNNFS
sessions—beginning May 11, May 26
and June 29.
Join us for a class or two. For a
complete schedule or to register,
WJTJUwww.gannon.edu/summer
or call us at (814) 871-7350.

Get ahead with
summer classes at Gannon.

Need Help Taking Tests?
Reading and Using Your
College Textbook?
Let a recently retired JCU reading and test instructor, with 28
years of experience help!

I can help with: PRAXIS - LSAT - MCAT DAT - AND MORE!

Contact Carol Kerrett:
ckerrett@jcu.edu
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Being a kid has a
different meaning
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Blue Streaks eying postseason berth

First postseason since 2004 well within sight for baseball team
Tim Ertle
Sports Editor

Tim Ertle
Sports Editor

Remember when you were just
a kid, about 13-years-old? All you
wanted to do was watch T.G.I.F. on
ABC or go to Friday Night Skate. If
your parents were in a good mood
and you got lucky, you could have
a sleepover.
Those were the days! Not a care
in the world.
Now, kids that age that happen to
be gifted in the game of basketball
have something to worry about,
something a bit more important than
pimples: Where are they going to go
to college?
In January of this year, the NCAA
put a guideline in place that declares
seventh graders are now classified
as “prospective student-athletes,”
allowing college coaches to recruit
them under the same rules as they
would a high school player.
Because of this, we have kids
like Allonzo Trier, the feature of a
recent New York Times article. Trier
is labeled as the best high school
player in the class of 2014.
Yes, high school class of 2014.
The article followed the seventhgrader in Seattle during his daily
basketball workout. His mom, who
works an early shift to ensure that
she can watch her son workout after
school, demands that the youngster
makes at least 450 shots per day.
After he makes his 450 shots,
Trier’s mother, Marcie, takes him
to a basketball tutor for a private
session, and after that it is off to
practice for his summer team, which
traveled as far as New York.
That was about as far as I got in
the article. I just couldn’t stomach
anymore.
For a college coach to sit in a living room and recruit a 16-year-old
is one thing. That 16-year-old can
at least drive to practice.
But trying to get a commitment
for six years down the road from a
13-year-old just seems ridiculous
to me. A kid that age thinks a big
commitment is the relationship he
has with his “girlfriend.”
I am not really sure who is at
fault here. Some would say college
coaches, but if they don’t recruit this
kid, one of their rivals will. It seems
as though recruiting these days is
all about establishing a relationship
early and then maintaining it.
I think it falls with the parents.
Sure, they want what’s best for their
kids. Does Marcie Trier want what’s
best for her son? After reading the
article, I wasn’t sure.
Above all, I guess I just feel
bad for the kid. When you’re 13,
you shouldn’t have to worry about
people who want to be your friends
having an agenda.
What if he gets hurt? What if he
doesn’t make it? Then what?
For the sake of little Allonzo,
let’s hope we never find out.
Contact Tim Ertle at
tertle11@jcu.edu

With just four games left on the
conference schedule, a postseason
berth seems well within reach for
the John Carroll University baseball
team. It would be the first for the
program since the 2004 season.
“That would be a great achievement for the team and the program going forward,” senior Paul
O’Donnell said of the possibility of
making the postseason. “We have
been so close in each of the last three
years, so for myself and the rest of
the seniors, it would be awesome to
play some more games.”
Coach Thibeault’s Blue Streak
squad currently sits at 9-5 in Ohio
Athletic Conference play, which has
them tied with Marietta College for
second place. Both teams trail firstplace Heidelberg College with their
impressive 11-3 record.
Otterbein College at 7-5 and
Mount Union College at 8-6 are hot
on the trail to qualify for the fourteam postseason tournament.
If JCU wins out, they’ll be in the
postseason. They control their own
destiny to that degree.
It certainly won’t be easy, however, as their four remaining OAC
games will be against teams who
have something to play for.
First up is a pair of games against

Sports Information Department File Photo

Junior second baseman Tim O’Brien had a career day when he
drove in five runs in the Blue Streaks 12-4 over Wilmington College.

Mount Union on Saturday, and then
a doubleheader with Heidelberg
to close out the regular season on
Saturday, May 2.
If JCU continues their recent
tear that has seen them win six of
their eight games over the past two
weeks, they could be a real force
to be reckoned with the rest of the
season.
As of late, it seems like any Blue
Streak is capable of busting out and

putting up an impressive offensive
display.
That was the case this week as
JCU swept Otterbein College and
split a pair with Wilmington.
The Blue Streaks pounded out
29 runs in the four games, with a
handful of players putting up eyepopping numbers.
Freshman first baseman Tom
Hickey gave the Cardinals’ pitchers
headaches all day as he had seven

hits and drove in seven runs in the
two games.
Otterbein can find some comfort
in the fact that they aren’t the only
team Hickey has torched this season. His .456 batting average is tops
in the entire conference and his 36
RBI lead the team and tied for fifth
in the conference.
Against Wilmington, it was
other infield members who had
huge days to contribute to the Blue
Streak victory in game two of the
doubleheader.
Junior Tim O’Brien, playing
second base against the Quakers,
was 3-4 with five RBI’s. Sophomore
shortstop John Hastings was 5-5 and
scored four times.
Senior Michael Krainz showed
his true value as a leadoff hitter as
he scored a run in all four games,
including four runs in the 12-2
thrashing of Wilmington.
In the three games the Blue
Streaks won last week, O’Donnell,
sophomore Tom Schaberl and freshman Chris Eggleton picked up the
victories.
To anyone that has followed Blue
Streak baseball this year, that should
come as no surprise.
At the time this edition went
to print, that outstanding trio had
a combined record of 12-1 and a
cumulative ERA of 3.09 in 122 2/3
innings.

Tic-tac-toe, three sweeps in a row

Six wins in three days propel Blue Streaks to second-place tie in OAC
Chris Koller
Staff Reporter

Brooms were out last week as the
John Carroll University women’s
softball team was able to sweep
three different doubleheaders in as
many days.
The domination began on Thursday as the Blue Streaks were able
to complete back-to-back wins by
mercy rule over the College of
Wooster 10-1, 10-0.
JCU showed its flair for the dramatics as both of the games would
be ended with resounding home
runs. Junior Samantha Thompson
would clinch the first game with her
second long ball of the season.
In the second half of the twin bill
freshman Erin Riccardi proceeded
to go a step further and cap the
day off with a walk-off grand slam
home run.
While the offense was the star on
Thursday, Friday’s games belonged
to the pitchers as JCU’s starters
both threw complete game shutouts
against Capital University.
In the opener, freshman Brittany
Danilov would allow a mere two
hits while striking out a then careerhigh nine batters.
All the offense that was needed
would be provided by senior Jamie
Smrdel and junior Laura Boselovic
who were able to tally three RBI’s
against Capital’s Brittany Stefano,
the reigning Ohio Athletic Confer-

Photo courtesy of Sports Information Department

Junior first baseman Laura Boselovic watches her shot fly over the right field wall against Capital.
Boselovic’s two-run homer provided more than enough support for freshman pitcher Brittany Danilov.
ence pitcher of the week.
The second game would see a
very similar story; the only difference was the pitcher in the circle.
Thompson was able to hold the
Crusaders to only four hits over her
seven innings of work to pick up her
fifth win of the season.
JCU then made the long trip
down to Wilmington College to
play the Quakers, a team that has
not won a single conference game
all season.
Game one would see Danilov
continue her dominance as she
threw her second consecutive shutout of the season. She struck out a
career-high 10 batters while winning her school-record 14th game
of the season.

With the ending still in question,
junior Julie Marlowe would seal the
game with a two-run triple, which
was part of a four-run seventh inning.
The second game of the day
would be much closer than many
people imagined.
After a quick start by Wilmington, Danilov would come on in relief
to put an end to the offensive outburst, while giving time to the JCU
offense to make a come back.
A four-run, fourth inning by the
Blue Streaks, capped by a two-run
home run off the bat of freshman
Michelle Murphy would prove to
be all that the team needed to complete a sweep and end their week of
games with a record of 6-0.

With the wins JCU improves
to a school record 23-7 through
30 games and 10-4 in conference
play, good enough to tie for second
place with two series remaining
against conference teams before
the postseason tournament begins
next week.
“I think a lot of good teams in
the conference don’t know our full
potential,” Boselovic said. “We
have the opportunity to prove to
everyone our potential in winning
an OAC championship.”
The Blue Streaks will host Case
Western Reserve University in a
non-conference doubleheader today
before ending the regular season
with the Pioneers of Marietta College on Saturday.
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Wanke’s time at JCU proves to be relevant

Blue Streak QB last from D-3 to be drafted
Tim Ertle
Sports Editor

Jake Delhomme, Tony Romo
and Kurt Warner have all played
in Pro Bowls, and all three are currently making millions to play a
kid’s game. Warner and Delhomme
each played on the world’s biggest
stage, the Super Bowl, while Romo
had to settle for dating Jessica
Simpson.
But of all the thrills they have
had in their careers, none of the
three experienced what former
John Carroll University quarterback
Larry Wanke and 256 collegiate
players will feel this weekend. By
late Sunday night, 256 dreams will
be realized when athletes receive a
telephone call from the NFL telling
them that they have been drafted.
This year, the 256th and final
pick belongs to the Kansas City
Chiefs. Not long after that player is
selected by the Chiefs, he’ll receive
a call from former NFL wide receiver Paul Salata asking the young
man to come out to Newport Beach,
Calif. to participate in the annual
‘Irrelevant Week.’
Each year, as the tradition goes,
the last player selected affectionately receives the title of ‘Mr.
Irrelevant’ and is invited with his
family to go out to California to be
“honored” for being the last player
selected.
Wanke received that call in
1991 when the New York Giants
selected him as the final pick of the
draft, selection number 334, some
201 picks after the Atlanta Falcons
drafted some guy from a small
school named Brett Favre.
“When I got the call about being
Mr. Irrelevant, I thought it was one
of my friends’ dads that was pulling
my leg, and I kept waiting for the
punchline that never came.”
That trip to California was just

another stop along the way in the
Wanke’s football career.
It all started at nearby Benedictine High School where Wanke’s
performance earned him a scholarship to play collegiality at the
University of Pittsburgh.
After red-shirting for a season
and being a back-up for two seasons, a frustrated Wanke decided
to transfer.
“I was frustrated and thought I
should be out on the field playing,”
said Wanke. “I basically decided
that I just wanted to have fun playing football again, so I decided to
transfer back home to either Baldwin-Wallace or John Carroll.”
Wanke chose John Carroll University because of his friendship
with Jimmy Flynn, a member of the
Blue Streaks football team.
When he arrived for practice,
Wanke noticed how much smaller
the players were and how the speed
of the game was much different than
what he saw at Pittsburgh, but he
also noticed one thing he thought
was very important: Everyone on
the field genuinely wanted to be
there and was having a great time.
The positive attitude and strong
desire to win, coupled with a Division I talent such as Wanke resulted
in the Blue Streaks making the
NCAA Division III playoffs for
the first time in school history in
1989.
Wanke would go on to compile a
17-4 record as a starter at JCU while
setting 16 school records in his two
seasons under center, earning him
induction into the JCU Athletic Hall
of Fame.
Most of all, his time in University Heights gave Wanke a realistic
chance at realizing his dream: Playing in the NFL.
Sports Illustrated called Wanke
“the best small-college player in
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the land” and NFL scouts made the
trip to University Heights to watch
him workout.
Many thought that the small-college player had what it takes to play
in the NFL, so on Draft Day 1991,
Wanke’s phone began to ring.
He first spoke to his hometown
Cleveland Browns who offered him
a chance to tryout for the team as an
undrafted free agent, and moments
later Wanke received a call from the
defending Super Bowl champions,
the New York Giants.
“The guy from the Giants was
Jim Fassel, who was the quarterbacks coach at the time, and he
asked if I would be willing to come
to camp as an undrafted free agent
as well.”
Already having an offer from the
Browns, Wanke told the truth.
“Very candidly, I told the Giants
that I already had the same offer
from the Browns, and if it came
down to it, I would go to camp
with them.”
Fassel was determined to give
Wanke a look, so he pushed for the
Giants to draft him.
Wanke received the call from
the Giants not long thereafter telling him he had been selected in the
draft, and his dream was realized.
He never made the team, as the
Giants already had Phil Simms and
Jeff Hostettler on their loaded roster,
but he’s still the last quarterback
from the Division III level to be
drafted.
He is now a real estate agent in
the area, and 18 years later, his “irrelevant” NFL career is still talked
about.
“People bring up ‘Mr. Irrelevant’
all the time,” Wanke said. “It comes
up during business.”
He made it there, in large part,
because of his relevant stop at
JCU.

JCU Athletics
Scoreboard
April 15 - April 21

Baseball

Softball

JCU			
Otterbein 		

7/8
4/2

JCU		
Wooster

JCU		
Wilmington		

2/12
7/4

JCU		
Capital

3/0
2/0

JCU		
Wilmington

8/8
4/0

JCU Leaders Hits:
Tom Hickey 		
Runs:
Michael Krainz
Runs Batted In:
Tom Hickey		

10/10
1/0

10
8
9

Men’s Golf
OAC Spring Invitational

JCU - First of eight teams
JCU Leaders Blake Furgerson (first)
Kevin Bove (second)

Women’s Golf
Wittenberg Invitational

JCU - Ninth of 12 teams
JCU Leader Ashley Pettibon (31st)

Women’s Tennis
JCU			
Heidelberg

9
0

JCU			
Wilmington

7
2

JCU Leaders Hits:
Julie Marlowe
Runs:
Julie Marlowe
Runs Batted In:
Erin Riccardi		

15
11
6

Track and Field
Sparky Adams Invitational

Unscored Meet
JCU Leaders Kasey Schwing
Four top-six finishes
Katie Winings
Two top-three finishes

Men’s Tennis
JCU			
Otterbein

8
1

JCU			
Wilmington

9
0

JCU			
Heidelberg

9
0

JCU			
Baldwin-Wallace

2
7

Streaks of the Week

Softball

Baseball

Brittany Danilov
freshman

Tom Hickey
freshman

- As the Blue Streaks swept
three straight doubleheaders, Danilov was the winning
pitcher in four of the victories
to run her record to 15-5. She
dominated Capital by striking
out a career-high nine batters.

- Hickey was huge against
the Otterbein Cardinals, helping the Blue Streaks to sweep
the doubleheader. He was a
combined six for nine on the
day, driving in seven runs and
scoring three runs of his own.

Golf
Blake Furgerson
junior
- Furgerson shot a 68 in the
second round of the Ohio Athletic Conference Spring Invitational to lift both himself and
the team to titles. In addition to
his victory he was named OAC
Golfer of the Week.

Tennis

Softball

James Steward
senior

Julie Marlowe
junior

- Steward was 4-0 at first
singles this week as the Blue
Streaks picked up three victories against conference rivals.
His victories in the match
against Heidelberg put him
over the 100-victory plateau.

- Marlowe has been on a
tear as of late, getting a hit in
all six games the Blue Streaks
played in this week. She had a
hit in 15 of her 25 plate appearances (.600 BA) and scored a
team-high 11 runs.

Sports
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Tennis
Men
For the John Carroll University men’s tennis team, only
one word really sums up what they have done as of late:
dominate.
Since coming back from Easter Break, the men’s team has
rattled off three straight Ohio Athletic Conference victories,
knocking off Otterbein College, Wilmington College and
Heidelberg University by a combined score of 26-1.
While the entire team has played great tennis in the recent
weeks, no. 1 singles player James Steward has garnered attention over the last week, as he has earned his 100th victory
as a Blue Streak.
Late Tuesday, the team lost to Baldwin-Wallace College
by a score of 7-2 with Steward and the doubles team of
sophomore Chad Ruehs and junior Matt Tomayko picking
up the victories.

Women
With back-to-back wins in the past week over Heidelberg University and Wilmington College, the Blue Streaks
women’s tennis team catapulted themselves into third place
in the Ohio Athletic Conference standings, one match ahead
of Otterbein College in the win column. The Blue Streaks
will meet Otterbein this weekend in what could have huge
implications for tournament seeding.

www.wjcu.org/cn

Track and
Field
Women

At the unscored Sparky Adams Invitational held by
Baldwin-Wallace College, the women’s team was led by
their jumpers. Senior Tara Ford notched a first place finish
in the high jump by clearing 1.62 meters.
Senior Maura Stepanski and graduate student Katie
Winings finished first and second, respectively, in the long
jump.
Winings, Stepanski and freshman Cassandra Figueroa all
garnered top-six finishes in the triple jump.

Men
As for the men, freshman Kasey Schwing stole the show.
He had four top-six finishes, his best finish coming in the
200-meter dash where he placed third.
Sophomore David Hickey placed second in the 400-meter hurdles, and freshman Mike Hlatky also claimed a
second-place finish in the high jump event by clearing 1.92
meters.

April 23, 2009

Golf
Men

The top-ten finishers led the Blue Streaks to the Ohio
Athletic Conference Spring Invitational title. Junior Blake
Furgerson, who shot a 217 in the 54-hole event, won the
individual title, edging out senior teammate Kevin Bove by
one shot. Bove tied with Ohio Northern University’s Ben
Kretz for second. JCU junior A.J. Spalding placed ninth.
The Blue Streaks finished with a team total of 884
strokes. The next closest team was Ohio Northern who
ended up with a 912. ONU and the fifth-place team, Mount
Union College, were separated by just seven strokes. It was
pretty much the Blue Streaks and then everybody else.

Women
At the Wittenberg University Spring Invitational held
last weekend in Springfield, Ohio, things didn’t exactly
go the Blue Streaks’ way on the first day. After day one of
competition, the Blue Streaks score of 385 was good for
tenth place in the 12-team field.
However, a superb showing in day two that saw them
knock 26 strokes off their day-one total aided them to a
ninth-place finish. Leading the way for the Blue Streaks
were sophomore Ashley Pettibon, who finished 31st, and
freshman Kristen Courtney, who placed 44th.

Want to review the final speeches
that contended for the Millor Orator award?

Want

Review speeches from:

Jessica Landis
Caitlin Huey-Burns

Andrew Rafferty
Siuwa Edomwande

Check them out on our Web site:
www.wjcu.org/cn
**The winning speech, written by Sam Cocco, will not be available online until after commencement**
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What are some of your JCU accomplishments?
“I’m graduating. I also helped edit JCU Review and studied abroad in Rome,
Spring ‘07.”
What are your future plans?
“After graduation, [I plan to] go into the seminary and become a priest, and
take care of a perish.”

Andrew Summerson
Major: English
Minor: Religious Studies

Why did you choose this path?
“To have the opportunity to live in solidarity with the poor, while striving
to have a positive effect on those around me is something I have wanted
for quite a while.”

Major: Political Science
Concentration: Peace Studies
Minor: History

Andrew Summerson, Matt Wooters, Jessica
Serbin, Josh Marcin, Samantha Cocco, Doug
Walton and Scott Matthews have made their
mark.
These seven students come from all different places, backgrounds, majors and interests.
They do have some things in common though:
They have left an impression on John Carroll
University through activities, academics and relationships.
These students have gone above and beyond
during their college careers. As college students,
they’ve reached success.
Now, with graduation and life after Carroll
right around the corner, we asked these students
what their futures hold.

Do you have any influential role models?
“Francis Ryan, Phil Metres and Paul Murphy: they’re very down to earth,
great professors, really smart. All saints. They’re saints of guys.”

What are your future plans?
“In August I am moving to Belize to do two years of service. I will be teaching
religion, running retreats and organizing sacraments for a Catholic school
district of 30 schools.”

Matt Wooters

Seniors
to
Watch

The Carroll News

What were some other options?
“Grad school... though I didn’t apply to any. And a few other service organizations.”
What are some of your JCU accomplishments?
“SUCH (Students United in Care and Healing), ‘The Vagina Monologues,’
immersion trips (Tijuana, Mexico, Immokalee, Fla.), editing World View
Magazine and Honors Program.”

Jessica Serbin
Major: Biology
Concentration:
Perspectives on
Sex and Gender

What are your future plans?
“I’m going to the University of Michigan School of Public Health to get my
masters in public health and international health epidemiology.”
What will you take with you from John Carroll?
“A good education. I’ve also met a lot of great people and have formed a lot
of good connections. Because this is a small school, it’s more personal and
that forms closeness between students and professors.”
What are your future plans?
“After a summer with the Truman Foundation, I’ll spend a year completing
either a public affairs fellowship here in the U.S. or a Fulbright Research
Grant in El Salvador. I will then attend Harvard Law School.”

Josh Marcin

Major: Political Science
and Spanish
Concentration:
Latin American Studies

What do you think your biggest accomplishment was?
“My research published with the support of the AIDS Taskforce of Greater
Cleveland supports a number of policy options to safely and effectively
reduce HIV/AIDS transmission rates. My hope is for us to continue to gain
legislative support in Ohio and at the federal level.”
What is your favorite Carroll activity?
“Do nights at the Beachland Ballroom or Grog Shop count?”
What are some of your JCU accomplishments?
“Co-chairing Relay for Life last year, co-directing and coordinating ‘The
Queer Monologues’ and Millor Orator”
What are your future plans?
“In August, I’ll be leaving for the island of Pompeii Micronesia, where I’ll
be spending two years teaching high school aged kids.”
What is your favorite Carroll activity?
“Unwinding with my roommates at the end of the day and sharing our joys
and struggles.”

Samantha Cocco

Major: Sociology
Concentration: African Studies

What are your future plans?
“After graduation, I will begin working at the Pew Charitable Trusts in
Washington, D.C., a nonprofit organization that researches public policy and
makes recommendations to Congress and other policy-makers.”
Why did you choose this path?
“As a double major in economics and political science, I was excited by this
opportunity to put my skills to work in a real-world setting.”

Doug Walton

Do you have any influential role models?
“My biggest role models are my parents. My dad taught me the importance
of personal integrity and hard work, and my mom has showed me the importance of love and responsibility.”

Major: Economics
and Political Science
Minor: Spanish

What is your favorite Carroll activity?
“Playing hockey. Hockey has been a big part of my life and some of my
fondest memories here at JCU stem from the team.”
What are your future plans?
“I will be moving back home to Buffalo. I am taking the CPA exam this
summer and will start my full-time position as an auditor for PricewaterhouseCoopers in September.”

Scott Matthews
Major: Accountancy

Photos by Chrisden Abrams and Lena Chapin

What does success mean to you?
“I truly believe you’re only as successful as the amount of lives you touch
and I want to hopefully one day give back twofold to those who have helped
me pursue my dreams.”
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Seniors’ Secrets
to Success:
What it takes and why they have it
Lena Chapin
Chrisden Abrams
The Carroll News

We all wish to be successful in life, but what exactly is success? To some it may
be the amount of money they have, to others, a good education, a powerful job or simply
happiness. Hilary Flanagan, director for the Center for Career Services, said, “Like beauty,
success is in the eye of the beholder.” But she also believes that between those considered
successful there are many commonalities.
On May 17, John Carroll University will bid farewell to the Class of 2009. What
made this class successful?
Flanagan said, “They [the seniors] truly succeed because they own their own path.
They have an idea where they are headed while remaining open to new possibilities and
adaptable to change.”
Andrew Summerson, Jessica Serbin, Matt Wooters, Samantha Cocco, Scott Matthews,
Doug Walton and Josh Marcin certainly meet these qualifications and their professors and
peers have noticed. These seven seniors were nominated by department heads and professors,
as seniors to watch.
John Ropar, the director of the University Counseling Center, said, “When I think
of leadership I think of the ‘Four Pillars of Success’ from the book ‘Heroic Leadership’ by
Christopher Lowery (a former Jesuit). The pillars are self-awareness, ingenuity, love and
heroism. These students represent the pillars well.”
Describing the self-awareness pillar, Ropar said, “leaders must be genuine and willing
to ask questions about themselves and find out who they are.”
Senior Andrew Summerson embodies self-awareness. When asked why he chose to
pursue the priesthood he said, “I felt called. I dug my heels in and realized it wasn’t a joke. It
was something I really loved. I liked the idea of letting people know that God is real. I think
that’s really important.” He turned down his acceptance to the University of Iowa’s Master
of Fine Arts program to pursue his religious calling.
John H. Yost from the department of psychology said, “Being successful is
accomplishing what you set out to do. Therefore, I would say that you first have to set a
goal that you are willing to strive for. The ‘willing to strive for’ part is important as these
have to be goals that you are completely committed to – these are goals that tap into the core
of your self-concept. Therefore, the goal becomes part of one’s very being and the goal is
constantly accessible to one’s attention. So, one is constantly monitoring situations and the
environment for things that will help them to accomplish the goal. The goal is always there.
One prioritizes other important activities around their goal. I would say that one key is not
to become distracted from one’s goal.”
Senior Scott Matthews has had his eyes on his goal from day one. “In high school I
was afforded the opportunity to take accounting as a class and really enjoyed the field from
the start. My high school accounting teacher was an influential mentor for me and opened
my eyes to the variety of career paths an accounting degree can offer.”
Being called “successful” is a pretty big deal for college students who have worked
hard for four years to make a difference in the JCU community. Although the students were
humble enough to be at a loss for words when asked why they thought they were nominated,
they had a lot to say about what “success” meant to them.
Doug Walton said, “To me, success means being a balanced person. It means having
a fulfilling career, one that enables me to make the most of my skills and abilities. It also
means taking time to serve others and develop strong relationships.”
For these seniors success is about their past, present and future. It’s about recognizing
what they have been through and how it has helped get them where they are while having the
courage to take their qualities and put them to use in the community.
Flanagan said, “They [the seniors] live life to its fullest every day. They can’t help but
make the world a better place, and we’re fortunate that their success can be contagious.”
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Somali pirates seeking revenge
Conor Connell
The Carroll News

The rescue of Richard Phillips,
the American freighter captain held
hostage by Somali pirates, came to
a dramatic and happy conclusion on
April 12 off the coast of Africa.
However, the problem of piracy
in the waters remains, and may only
be getting worse.
Captain Phillips was rescued by
Navy Seal snipers on the U.S.S.
Bainbridge. The three snipers took
out the three pirates who held him
hostage on a lifeboat, which might
have some consequences for future
hostages that were previously unharmed.
“This could escalate violence in
this part of the world, no question
about it,” said Vice Admiral William
Gortney, commander of the U.S.
Navy’s 5th Fleet out of Bahrain, to
The Associated Press after Phillips
was rescued.
U.S. officials explained their
actions, saying Phillips’ life was in
great danger when the snipers struck
and that they had no other option.
They went on to say that negotiations with a group of Somali elders
had fallen apart earlier in the day,
and Captain Phillips’ freedom was
the top priority.
The pirates’ reaction to the
events that led to Phillips’ rescue
was not very heart-warming. “After
the action they [The United States]
took yesterday, we will respond
with action,” Hassan Yare, a pirate

AP photo

Abduhl Wali-i-Musi, center, was escorted by U.S. officials outside FBI headquarters in New York on
April 20. He is the only surviving pirate from the group that held Richard Phillips, the captain of the
U.S.S. Bainbridge, hostage for five days until Navy Seals killed the three other pirates.
in Somalia, told Time magazine.
“We’re warning the owners of the
other ships that if they try to attack,
we will kill the crews and burn their
ships.”
French troops have also carried
out a number of similar military
operations to free hostages taken by
Somali pirates.
However, despite the success
of the French and U.S. military
attempts, trying to stop Somalia’s
piracy outbreak by using warships

or military force may prove futile
when the real problem lies in Somalia’s government.
Often referred to as the world’s
best example of a “failed state,”
Somalia has experienced rampant
political instability since civil war
broke out there in 1991.
Currently, al-Shabaab, an Islamic militant group with links to
al-Qaeda, controls large parts of
Southern Somalia in defiance of the
government.

With a weak government, Somalia is unable to control the pirates on
its coast. Since the rescue of Captain
Phillips, at least four ships and more
than 75 hostages have been taken by
Somali pirates.
The United States is, however,
trying to do its part in helping to get
rid of piracy in the seas.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said that meetings of an international counter piracy task force have
been called in order to expand naval

coordination. The United States also
plans to send an envoy to an April 23
conference on piracy in Brussels.
American leaders will also organize meetings with officials
from Somalia’s largely powerless
government to encourage them to
do more to combat piracy in their
own waters.
In December, the United States
pushed a resolution through the
U.N. Security Council, clearing the
way for international forces to conduct operations on shore in Somalia
against pirate havens.
Pirates operate openly in several
towns along the coast, but attacking
those sanctuaries would be problematic because intelligence is thin
and there are almost no easy targets.
Gunmen and guns are seen regularly
in Somalia, and pirates, like many
other insurgents, easily mesh into
the civilian population.
Walter Simmons, a professor of
economics at John Carroll University, believes that military force is
not the best solution.
“The problem is an internal
one in Somalia’s government,”
said Simmons. “If you kill three
pirates, tomorrow there will be
three more.”
Instead, Simmons thinks that
the United States should provide
the fragile Somali government, led
by newly-elected President Sharif
Ahmed, with economic and military
aid, which would give it more power
to defeat both the pirates and the
al-Shabaab militants.

Obama to offer health plan that builds off of current system
Kevin Grande
Staff Reporter

In 1935, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt was mulling over whether
or not to incorporate a national
health insurance program into his
New Deal.
Fearing it would jeopardize
the chances of Congress passing
his other New Deal initiatives,
Roosevelt decided to leave it out.
Since then, however, national
health insurance has been a main
priority for many Democrats.
Proposals have come and gone,
starting with President Harry Truman’s in 1947. Most recently, the
Clinton administration made strides
toward a national health insurance
plan in 1993 but fell short of its
goal.
With the inauguration of President Obama, the wheels are again
beginning to turn towards establishing a comprehensive health care
system.
According to Larry Schwab,
a professor of political science at
John Carroll University, Obama will
likely let Congress take the lead on
any proposal.
“[Obama] is not going to propose
a specific plan, but rather broad
principles, and he will work off
what the Democrats are doing in
[congressional] committees,” said
Schwab.
The majority of Americans receive their health insurance through
their employers. Obama has signaled that he favors a plan that

would allow those who are happy
with their private insurance to keep
it, and to simply incorporate a few
“tweaks” to the current system to
cover the roughly 45 million uninsured Americans.
According to Schwab, some of
the tweaks that Obama has considered and which will be debated on
by Congress include whether to incorporate a mandate on individuals
to purchase insurance and a mandate
on businesses to provide insurance
to their employees.
They will also have to decide
whether any of the public health
insurance programs, such as Medicare – which covers the elderly and
disabled – and Medicaid – which
covers the poor – should be expanded.
One of the most controversial
issues has been whether to establish
a public health insurance plan that
would compete with private insurance plans.
Democrats, who support this
measure, believe it would stimulate
competition in the private market,
for health insurance, which would
help to keep costs low.
Republicans, however, argue that
private insurers wouldn’t be able to
compete with a public plan, which
would crowd out private plans and
eventually result in a completely
public health insurance system similar to those used by many European
countries.
Another important concern of
any plan would be containing costs.
In 2008, health care spending in the

United States was a record $2.4 trillion, and is projected to reach $3.1
trillion a year by 2012.
Even though the United States
spends more on health care per
capita than any other industrialized
nation, many of those countries
are still able to provide national
insurance, and their populations
also have longer life spans and better infant mortality rates than the
United States.
There has already been movement toward establishing electronic
medical records, which appeared
in the economic recovery package
passed earlier this year.
Obama has recently said that
he may consider taxing employersponsored health insurance, which
may also help to control costs.
Schwab also said that there will
be a move toward a cost containment board, which will analyze
health care in the United States and
attempt to make it more efficient.
Lately, discussion has also arisen
among the Democratic leadership in
both the House and Senate over the
use of a special parliamentary procedure called budget reconciliation.
Budget reconciliation is the process in which the rules of Congress
would be suspended in order to
expedite passing a budget.
Usually, this measure is used if
Congress wishes to alter tax policy
or make alterations to entitlement
programs such as Social Security
and Medicare.
Democrats claim that it would be
fair to include health care policy in a

budget reconciliation process citing
Republican use of this procedure
when passing President Bush’s tax
cuts in 2001. Republicans, however, disagree with this assessment,
claiming that health care policy is
outside the realm of intended uses
of reconciliation.
Whether or not this process will
be used will be a critical factor, said
Schwab, because it would eliminate
the Republicans’ ability to filibuster
in the Senate.
According to Schwab, one of
the best defenses against criticism
would be selling the program to the
American people properly.
“This is one of the lessons from
the 1992-93 proposal, where the
primary focus was insuring the
uninsured,” Schwab said. “The best
way to sell it is to make cost contain-

ment the first priority.”
This strategy would put the
focus of any health insurance plan
on middle-class Americans rather
than the poor, which may be more
appealing politically.
While Democrats in Congress
and Obama are preparing their
plans, there is an opposition growing among Republicans, who claim
that such a policy is a “slippery
slope” toward socialized medicine.
However, it appears as if the
public is behind a comprehensive
health care plan.
“For decades, generally the
polls have favored Democrats over
Republicans [on health care policy]
and would rather go toward a government side plan as opposed to a
the market side [approach],” said
Schwab.
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Sean Webster
World News Editor

Time to pressure Israel
In the coming months, Israel’s new foreign
minister, Avigdor Lieberman, will play a vital
role in the Israeli-Palestinian peace process.
With that in mind, consider the following
statements that Lieberman has made over
the years.
In 1998, in retaliation for Egyptian support
of Yasser Arafat – the leader of the Palestinian Fatah political party – Lieberman called
for the bombing of the Aswan Dam, which
would have flooded Egypt and killed all 80
million Egyptians.
In 2002, during an Israeli cabinet meeting,
he said that Palestinians should be given an
ultimatum that “at 8 a.m. we’ll bomb all the
commercial centers … at noon we’ll bomb
their gas stations … at two we’ll bomb their
banks.”
In 2003, he called for thousands of Palestinian prisoners held by Israel to be drowned
in the Dead Sea and even offered to provide
the buses to take them there. What a guy.
In 2004, he said that 90 percent of Israel’s
1.2 million Palestinians would have to leave
Israel. “They have no place here. They can
take their bundles and get lost,” he said.
And in 2006, he said that all Arab members of the Israeli government who meet with
members of the Palestinian Authority should
be killed.
Is it any wonder why Israel feared it would
be criticized at this week’s U.N. conference
on racism?
Although rhetoric should not always be
taken at face value, Lieberman – as foreign
minister – is the face of Israeli foreign policy,
and his words do not reflect the commitment
to peace that will be needed to resolve the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Since taking office a few weeks ago,
neither Lieberman nor Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu has shown support for
the two-state solution sought by most Palestinians, the United States and the United
Nations.
Instead, Israel has continued its construction of settlements on Palestinian land, which
only provokes more Palestinian attacks and
decreases the chances of eventually establishing a Palestinian state.
Israel also has yet to repeal its devastating
economic blockade of the Gaza Strip, which
now suffers from an unemployment rate of at
least 49 percent. With half of the population
without jobs, is it any wonder that so many
Gazans turn to Hamas for support?
In order for the situation to improve, the
United States must take a tougher stand on
Israel. With $3 billion in U.S. aid given to
Israel every year, we have more influence
on Netanyahu’s government than the United
Nations or any other country.
President Obama should threaten to withhold this aid until Israel starts taking legitimate steps towards peace.
He should also include Hamas, which
represents a large number of Palestinians, in
any peace negotiations.
While Obama has stated that he is committed to a two-state solution, he has yet to
even put any vocal pressure on Israel, let alone
withhold aid.
A tougher stance on Israel may get results,
or it may not. But you can be certain that if
we keep our current strategy, conditions won’t
improve, and we will see more of the same
back-and-forth violence that has engulfed
Israel for the past 60 years.
Contact Sean Webster at
swebster11@jcu.edu
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World briefing
1. The Americas meet
in Trinidad
Leaders of 34 countries from across North,
South and Central America met in Tobago
on April 19 to discuss regional issues. In attendance was President Obama, who focused
on improving tense U.S. relations with both
Venezuela and
Cuba. Obama
recently lifted
some restrictions on Cuba.
Cuban President Raul Castro, who was
not in attendance, responded with a conciliatory message.
However, while many want the United States
to completely lift its devastating economic
sanctions on Cuba, Obama wants Cuba to
first release its political prisoners and embrace
democratic freedoms. Obama also met with
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, pictured
above with Obama, who decided to appoint
an ambassador to the United States after he
kicked out the U.S. ambassador to Venezuela
last year.

criticizing Israeli abuses against Palestinians and for limiting free speech by banning
criticism of Islam.
About 40 diplomats
from Britain, France
and other European
Union countries
staged a walkout
after Iranian President Ahmadinejad,
pictured at right,
who was the first
speaker of the conference, began denouncing Israel as the “most cruel and repressive
racist regime.” Ban Ki-Moon, the United
Nations secretary general, expressed his
disappointment over the speech, which may
hurt attempts to improve relations between
the West and Iran, which is accused of trying
to develop a nuclear weapon.

4. Somalia implements
Islamic law

2. Iran imprisons U.S.
reporter for spying
Roxana Saberi, an Iranian-American
journalist, has been sentenced by the Iranian judiciary to eight years in prison on
charges of spying for
the United States, reported her lawyer on
April 18. Saberi, pictured at left, moved
to Iran six years ago
and has worked for
both National Public
Radio and the BBC.
Her lawyer, father
and even President
Obama all maintain that she is innocent.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
perhaps in an effort to prevent relations with
the United States from further deterioration
or to gain face in the upcoming June election,
requested that Saberi’s case be reconsidered.
However, it is unclear how much effect the
letter will have, as the separation of powers in
Iran’s government leaves Ahmadinejad with
no direct authority over the courts.

3. United States
boycotts conference
The United Nations’ global conference on
racism kicked off on April 20. The United
States, as well as a number of European countries and Israel, chose to boycott the meeting,
worried that it would become a platform for

Somalia’s parliament voted to establish
Islamic sharia law in the country on April
18. The move was made in an attempt to
wean support away from al-Shabaab, an antigovernment militant group that controls much
of southern Somalia and was fighting for the
implementation of sharia law. It may also
help recently elected Somali President Sharif
Ahmed gain control of a country plagued by
political instability for almost 20 years. Pictured above are Somali women celebrating the
announcement of the introduction of sharia
law, despite the fact that it often severely
restricts women’s rights by forbidding girls
from attending school and requiring women
to wear veils.

5. Memos detail harsh
tactics used by CIA
The Justice Department released a number
of memorandums on April 16 that detailed the
brutal interrogation techniques utilized by the
CIA against suspected terrorist operatives. The
techniques included keeping detainees awake
for up to 11 straight days, splashing them with
freezing water, placing them in a small, dark
box sometimes with insects inside, and waterboarding, which many administration officials, including Attorney General Eric Holder,
have labeled illegal torture. CIA interrogators

used waterboarding 183 times on one suspect
alone in 2003. Although Obama assured that no CIA
operatives would
be prosecuted
for such actions,
Leon Panetta, the
director of the CIA, pictured at right, said that
revealing the methods of the CIA was dangerous to national security.

6. Middle East leaders
will meet in D.C.
The Obama administration announced on
April 21 that it would invite Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak,
and Mahmoud
Abbas, leader of
the Palestinian
Authority, which
controls the West
Bank, to meet at
the White House
before Obama’s
trip to France in
June. The four
leaders will focus on achieving a comprehensive solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
a main foreign policy goal of the Obama
administration. The announcement came after
Obama met with Jordan’s King Abdullah II,
pictured above with Obama. The two reaffirmed their commitment to reaching a twostate solution, which involves establishing a
legitimate Palestinian state alongside Israel.

7. U.S. apologizes for
civilian deaths
General David
McKiernan, pictured
at right, apologized
to Afghanistan on
April 19 for the civilian deaths caused
by U.S. and international forces. He said that
NATO is working hard to minimize such accidents and that there is not enough money in
the world to replace one Afghan life.
AP images and information
compiled by Sean Webster.

Casualties

The Department of Defense confirmed
the death of seven U.S. soldiers in Iraq
and one in Afghanistan during the week
of April 12.
A total of 4,274 U.S. soldiers have
been killed in Iraq since Operation Iraqi
Freedom commenced in 2003, while 679
have been killed in Afghanistan since Operation Enduring Freedom commenced
in 2001.
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Sudoku

Easy

Super Tough

Intermediate

Last Issue’s Super
Tough Sudoku Winner

Jenny Merriman- Senior

Challenging

Just fill out the “Super Tough” puzzle
correctly and drop it off in The Carroll
News’ mail slot with your name and email to be next week’s winner.

The first person to get the
correct answer for the
“Super Tough” Sudoku will
get his/her picture and name
in the next issue of
The Carroll News!

Baseball Word Search
APPEAL
BALK
BASE
BATTER
BUNT
CATCH
COACH
DEAD BALL
DEFENSE
DOUBLE HEADER
DUGOUT
FAIR BALL
FAIR TERRITORY
FLY BALL
FORCE PLAY
FORFEITED GAME
FOUL BALL
FOUL TERRITORY
FOUL TIP
GROUND BALL
IN FLIGHT
INFIELD FLY
INFIELDER
INNING

INTERFERENCE
LEAGUE
LINE DRIVE
LIVE BALL
MOUND
OBSTRUCTION
OFFENSE
OUTFIELDER
OVERSLIDE
PENALTY
PITCHER
PIVOT FOOT
RETOUCH
FUN DOWN
SCOREBOARD
SHORTSTOP
STRIKE
TAG
THROW
TIE GAME
TRIPLE PLAY
UMPIRE
WILD PITCH
Courtesy of www.puzzles.ca

Circle K would like to thank all the
people who donated to Project H.O.P.E.
2009. Your contributions have ensured
the day’s success! We greatly appreciate
your support and would like to
recognize the following donors:

Platinum Donor $150
Dr. and Mrs. Michael R. Griesmer
Hubbard Township FOP Lodge 85

Gold Donor $100
T.J. Wysocki
David and Rose Hubbell
Rebecca, Mary, and Ron Taylor

Bronze Donor $25
The McCall Family
Thomas and Margaret Finucane
Paul and Heidi McKay
Drewn Suem and Sharon Turk
Deborah and Natalie Zajac
The Nairne Family
The Walker Family
Dominic and Jacqueline Marchionda and Family
Bud and Mary Jane Walton
Jennifer Murphy
The Fenner Family
Paul and Patrice Hulseman
Ed and Margaret Slovenec
Randy and Susan Werner
John Smith
Mr. and Mrs. John Bradley
Toni Z. Pitts
Mike and Sherrie Lachman
Marie Cavanagh
Meg Benninger
Mr. And Mrs. James M. Reilly
Caitlin Huey-Burns

Silver Donor $50
Russ, Doris and Bryan Mullins
Fans of KLG
Brian Caswell
The Moeller Family
Tony and Sue DiGeronimo
Bill and Heidi Patton
Manuel and Lorna Eliazo
Independent Insurance Adjustors

Friend $15
The Phillips Family
Betsy and Gary Kohn
Dan and Jody Kelley
Paul and Mary Graham
Thomas Antloga
Robert and Dawne Schaffer

*Special thanks to Daves for
donating sandwich rings and Pat
Catans Craft Centers for donating
craft supplies!
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Editorial

Why is this
happening
again?

On March 24, the All-Stu e-mail, which is sent to all John Carroll University students every day, contained a message from the
African American Alliance asking students to drop off textbooks,
papers, class notes, study guides, syllabi, assignments, tests and
quizzes, extra credit, mid-terms and finals. The entry caused some
controversy because it asked for materials that professors might
still be using, such as tests.
The controversial entry was placed in the All-Stu due to the lax
screening process that entries must go through in order to end up
in the inboxes of JCU students. The credentials necessary for an
entry to be published in the All-Stu should be higher and more
critical in order to prevent similar situations from happening in
the future.
The entry by the African American Alliance has been edited
since its initial publication due to unfavorable responses. All-Stu
entries are filtered by the vice president of student organizations,
Andrea Capasso. When she receives new entries she reviews
them to see if they were submitted by an official JCU organization and then posts it in the e-mail with very little concern for the
content. The process of putting something into the All-Stu needs
to be improved.
Requiring a multiple-screening process for entries is one way
to make such improvements. Without a tougher screening process
there is the potential for offensive and more controversial material to be posted.
Anytime something is sent to the entire student body the content should have to be reviewed ahead of time. The potential for
controversial and offensive material is too great to not take better
care of this essential resource for sharing information with the
entire student body.

Cartoon by Joe Hinkel

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“

“There’s been some interest in football and some
interest in basketball, so I’m keeping my options open.
Right now, I’m just gathering all the information, and
I’ll make a decision when I’m ready.”

Editorial

Cafeteria door closing in fall

-Former Duke University basketball player Greg Paulus on his
potential future in athletics. Paulus has worked out for the Green
Bay Packers and several college football programs this month.

The Associate Dean of Students, Donna Byrnes, has acted on
a resolution passed by Student Union recommending that the
doors to the cafeteria by the LSC Conference Room be closed
next fall. However, the doors will still be left open to serve as an
exit from the cafeteria.
The goal of closing the doors is to cut down on confusion at the
counter in the cafeteria where students swipe their cards as well
as force more traffic through the atrium where many student organizations post information. We are against closing the doors.
One of the reasons cited for the closing of the doors is that by
opening the doors this year there has been less traffic in the atrium,
so groups that promote themselves or their events in the atrium
receive less publicity than in the past. Student groups upset by less
traffic in the atrium should get more creative with the placement
and location of their marketing and advertisements.
While we recognize the positive effects that result from this
change, it is an unnecessary inconvenience. The extra entrance
allows for less traffic and congestion in either the atrium or hallway by the LSC Conference Room.
Also, students living in Dolan, Murphy and Sutowski Halls
will have to walk farther in order to get to the cafeteria. Since
most of the students who eat at the cafeteria are students who
live on campus, the decision to close the doors would have the
most negative effects on students who actually use the cafeteria
the most.
A decision such as this, which affects a large portion of the
student body, should not be left to a single administrator. Instead,
it should be based on the convenience of the customers, in this
case, students who use the cafeteria.
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I think to
make my empty
stomach wait a
little longer.

“

Stricter policy is required

HIT & miss
Hit: Relay For Life this weekend Hit: Peter Niro named 2009
Beaudry Award winner Hit: Cleveland Cavaliers up 2-0 in
Eastern Conference quarterfinals Hit: Group of JCU freshmen
football players donate story books to University Hospitals
Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital in Cleveland
miss: Madonna suffers minor injuries after falling from a horse
Hit: Greek Week Hit: Matt Nathanson at the Spring Concert
miss: Jack’s Mannequin at the Spring Concert Hit: Only one
week of classes left miss: U.S. boycotts U.N. conference on
racism Hit: Manny Ramirez considers coming back to Cleveland miss: Somalian pirates kidnapping people miss: Texas
threatens to secede from the U.S. Hit: Cleveland Cavaliers
head coach Mike Brown wins NBA Coach of the Year
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OURVIEW
Forget ‘13 Going on 30’; it’s 19 going on 6

Emily Gaffney
Campus Editor

Do you remember when, as a kid,
you couldn’t wait to grow up?
I do. I remember, as a little kid,
I couldn’t wait to be a “grown-up.”
I was just biding my time before I
could go to high school and college,
and then be an adult with a job and
my own house. I would be able to
do what I wanted when I wanted. I
would have an immense amount of
free time with no one bossing me
around.
If you were anything like me as a
kid, your mom probably responded
to this anticipation with something
like, “Just wait until you’re older,
and you’ll wish you were a kid
again.”
Well, my mom did at least.
Of course, I scoffed at her warn-

ing. I thought the idea was absurd. It
turns out, however, that like everything else in life, she was right.
I have found that as I have gotten older, I do have more freedom
to do what I want. However, in addition to this freedom, I also have
many more responsibilities, duties
and deadlines that take up much of
my time.
So as summer rapidly approaches, I look forward to my annual
summer job as a camp counselor.
It is my chance every summer to
become a kid again. I spend the
summer playing red rover, freeze
tag and duck-duck-goose. I get to
go to the zoo, swim, paint and read
stories. I get a chance to do all of
the things I loved to do when I was
a little kid (not to mention I also
get paid to do it, which definitely
doesn’t hurt).
I love my summer job because
while I love growing up and moving
into adulthood, it’s nice to be able to
remember what it was like to be a
kid. It was a period where your life
revolved around slumber parties,
Saturday morning cartoons, Disney
movies and learning addition.

Time flies and before any of
us knows it, we will be done with
school and thrown into the real
world, where our career responsibilities, and eventually family
responsibilities and any other activities we take on, will demand much
of our time.
It is with this in mind that I will
take full advantage of the benefits
of my job this summer. I will play
tag with 5 and 6-year-olds and
make glittery crafts. This summer
I will enjoy the carefree nature of
kids, whose biggest problem is that
Tommy won’t share his cookies
during lunchtime.
Remembering what childhood is
like helps to put things into perspective and reminds us what is really
important. To remember what it was
like when we had few worries and
responsibilities is good to do once
in a while.
During summer, when our responsibilities lessen and the chaos
of school subsides, we should all
find a way to bring out the “inner
child” in each of us. Well, that is, at
least until our hectic schedule of fall
semester begins.

Wonderword
What does milksop mean?

“A mop that is used to
clean up milk.”
Tyler Bond,
freshman

“A device used to soak up “Somebody who sucks-up,
liquid.”
a lickspittle.”
Natalie Garda,
Adam Foley,
freshman
junior

A milksop is an effeminate or weak-minded person;
an unmanly man.

The Carroll News

That’s what
See said:
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

Taking brotherly
love beyond the
family

Anyone who knows me personally, or who reads this column on a
regular basis, knows that I’m pretty
fond of myself. As a matter of fact,
I downright love me.
But I would be lying if I claimed
that I had become this person (that
I love so much) without some help
and a little bit of guidance.
One of my favorite things in the
world is the relationship between
brothers. Having a little brother
myself, I understand the influence
an older male can have on a younger
one. (For the record, I disapprove of
Michael Jackson’s actions at Neverland Ranch.) My brother looks up to
me and will continue to even once
he gets taller than me. I know that
what I do matters to him.
By default, big brothers are role
models for their little bros. I have
a brother who’s a sophomore in
high school and he takes after me
quite a bit. Can you imagine being
my parents and not only having to
deal with me, but someone with the
same sense of humor and desire to
be silly? Pretty scary indeed.
Let me clear up a common misconception: Two guys don’t actually
have to be from the same parents to
be considered “brothers,” at least not
in my opinion, which is the only one
that counts anyway. Being brothers
means a lot more than collaborating
on a homemade Mother’s Day card.
(Although that is also an important
part of the brother dynamic.) I’ve
had some “brothers” who qualify
as extended family, and despite
being brothers from other mothers,
they’ve been the real deal.
The first person I consider a big
brother is a Fightin’ Irishman, but he
might tell you he’s an Italian Stallion. I’ve known him for almost a
decade, and he’s taught me many a
lesson. Probably the most important
thing that he taught me (besides how
to sing and drive simultaneously)
is that you can have fun and be a
goofball while still handling respon-

sibility and being successful. Ever
since then, I’ve pretty much based
my entire life on that principle. It’s
taken me awhile to find the right
balance between the two, but I’m
getting there.
I’ve had quite a few big brothers
at JCU, but only have room for two
of them in this column.
First up is a guy who I’ve seen
almost every afternoon for the last
year and a half. He’s too grown-up
for his age and his own good sometimes, but he finds a way to pull it
off. A pretty straight-laced guy for
the most part, he gets a mischievous
satisfaction when he gets away with
beating the system (such as, oh I
don’t know, illegal cable). He’s
always had my back, even when I
have his bike. As dumb and corny
as it sounds, he’s made every day a
great day to be a Blue Streak.
The other big brother I’ve known
since sometime early freshman year.
He’s the kind of person who doesn’t
have to tell you you’re wrong; he
just lets you read it between the
lines. He knows how to get people
talking and has helped me a lot in
trying to stir up some fun here at
JCU. If I was a better reporter and
followed all the leads he gave me,
then you all would have known
about the dirty little secret behind
the Dolan Science Center. He found
a way to make responsibility fun,
which is no easy task.
I know that I usually don’t come
off as someone capable of showing
humility. In the words of Kanye
West, “If you admire somebody you
should go ahead and tell ‘em, people
never get the flowers while they can
still smell ‘em.”
Sometimes you need to take a
step back and look at who made you
who you are. I’ll admit I don’t have
all the answers (just most of them).
For the few I don’t know, it’s nice to
have a big brother to turn to.
Contact Bob Seeholzer at
rseeholzer11@jcu.edu

actual word mean you haven’t taken
the lord’s name in vain? I’m not
sure, but anyone who says “omg,”
stay away from me on the quad; if
the big guy’s coming for you, I want
no part of that.
Fone is not the same as phone;
it’s not even a word and makes you
sound phony. Their does not equal
there, which does not equal they’re,
the same way that to, too and two
are not interchangeable. “Sry” is
not substantially shorter than sorry,
and might be taken as less sincere.
If you really made a fool of yourself
last weekend, you may be better off
just using the full word when trying
to explain to your significant other
why you weren’t wearing pants.
I do not accept when you use
except incorrectly, and there is a

difference between who and whom.
You didn’t play good; you played
well, and a comma is not the same
thing as a semi-colon – the extra dot
tells you so.
There is truly nothing more
frustrating than when you see these
problems over and over; at some
point, you’re in college – act like
it.
Facebook is a great tool to stay
in touch with long-lost friends who
you otherwise probably would never
have talked to after you graduated
high school, not an opportunity for
you to prove to old friends (and
potential employers) that u r not
write good.

Bob Seeholzer

MAXimum Exposure: Learning how two write good

Max Flessner
Campus Editor

There is nothing in the world
that drives me more up the wall than
“AIM speak.” It used to be a shorter
way of speaking online, because apparently typing “w8” is significantly
faster than “wait,” but now it has
moved beyond that. AIM speak has
moved into any form of colloquial,
and sometimes formal, writing.

Needless to say, when I was
working on a paper a few days ago
in Microsoft Word and it recommended that I change “you’re” to
“you is,” I came about as close as I
ever have to throwing my computer
out the window.
Facebook is a perfect example of
how content some people are with
presenting their thoughts so poorly.
I signed on the other day and saw a
status from someone I knew in high
school that seriously read: “yesterday was the worst day of my life
and it has continued into today cuz
i hafta wrtie a important paper in a
matter of hours from scratch… o yea
almost forgot [expletive] rome.”
Not only do I not have a clue
what that means, I count upwards of
10 errors in that run-on. I’m guess-

ing once you clean it up, there are
errors that we can’t see yet.
It doesn’t make sense to me
when people think that is an okay
way to present their thoughts or feelings. After reading that particular
passage, I found myself hoping his
day and all of his days after that got
progressively worse until he figured
out how to articulate himself in a
way that would suggest he passed
third grade.
The abbreviations that people
use seem odd to me, as well. Is it
really too much work to type out “be
right back?” I don’t think so.
The constant use of “omg” is another problem. First of all, how does
God feel about being referred to as
simply “g”? I bet He doesn’t like it.
Also, does using “g” instead of the

Contact Max Flessner at
mflessner09@jcu.edu
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The Op/Ed
Top Ten:

-Compiled by Bob Seeholzer

Is something
bothering you?
Do you have an
organization to
promote?
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The Twitter challenge:
Ashton Kutcher vs. CNN

Television’s best big brothers
1. Eric Matthews - “Boy Meets 			
World”
2. Eddie Winslow - “Family Matters”
3. Willis Jackson - “Diff’rent Strokes”
4. Greg Brady - “The Brady Bunch”
5. Carlton Banks - “Fresh Prince of
Bel-Air”
6. Wayne Arnold - “The Wonder
Years”
7. Marcus Henderson - “Smart Guy”
8. Chris Griffin - “Family Guy”
9. Alfie Parker - “My Brother and 		
Me”
10. Donnie Stevens - ”Even Stevens”
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Rachel
Szuch
Editor in Chief
If you’ve tweeted lately, you may
know that Ashton Kutcher recently
challenged CNN Breaking News
to a popularity contest on the evergrowing social media site, Twitter.
The site has become increasingly
popular with 14 million users and
counting.
Amazed by how Twitter allows one person to have as big a
presence as an entire media company, Kutcher posted a video on
qik.com last week, challenging the
media giant to see who could reach
1 million followers first. Prior to
this dare, no Twitter user had hit
the 1 million mark, according to
TwitterCounter.
During the online video, shot
inside Kutcher’s vehicle, he said,
“I just thought that was just kind of
an amazing comment on the state of
our media, and I said that, if I beat
CNN to 1 million viewers, then I
would ding-dong ditch Ted Turner
– because I don’t think it’s gonna’
happen.”
I agree, this is an astonishing
comment on the state of our news
media. I personally was rooting for
CNN. It may not be my first choice
for gathering information, however,
it’s the principle of the challenge.
Kutcher was right; he didn’t beat
CNN, and as of Tuesday afternoon,
Kutcher had 1,137,100 followers and CNN Breaking News had
1,302,790 followers.
One person can be as “followed”

or as popular as an entire news outlet. That is disturbing to me. That’s
not to say that I am not a Kutcher
fan, but I don’t believe that he is
more important than the news.
For those of you who haven’t
Twittered, Twitter is a social media
Web site that allows you to post
140-character updates as often as
you like. It is a way of micro blogging, in a sense.
For news outlets specifically, it
allows a constant flow of the day’s
news, literally at your fingertips,
in real time. Media outlets, such as
CNN Breaking News, have used
the site to form a conversation with
their audiences. Considering CNN’s
phenomenal amount of followers,
the idea of news as conversation is
really taking off.
But I find it remarkable that one
person, such as Kutcher can have
the same effect on people as CNN
Breaking News.
This truly does say something
about the state of our media. More
and more, we’re seeing a decline in
print journalism.
Some claim that print publications are dying and that they’ll soon
cease to exist. I would contend that
this is a bit harsh. Print is declining,
but I believe and hope that it will always be around in some capacity.
If you follow news regularly,
regardless of the publication, you’ve
probably read that many print media
outlets are cutting back their publication areas, reducing the number
of days they publish and shrinking
their circulation, while others have
either moved entirely to the Internet
or completely folded.
As someone who hopes to pursue a career in journalism postgraduation, it is scary to see such
a decline.

This year’s Pulitzer Prize winners were announced this past
Monday, and reading an article on
the winners, I was shocked to find
that one of them had recently been
laid off.
Paul Gibbon, who with Ryan
Gabrielson, won a Pulitzer for local
reporting, for their work on a five
part immigration piece that ran in
the East Valley Tribune, was laid
off this past October.
According to an article by Robert
MacMillian on Reuters, the East
Valley Tribune cut its staff by 40
percent, in addition to reducing its
publication and distribution area.
If a Pulitzer winner can’t keep a
job, there isn’t much hope for the
rest of us.
While Kutcher’s challenge may
not seem like anything important –
just a game – it is an indication of
the trouble that our media outlets
are in.
And while print media is probably having the most trouble, they
aren’t the only ones that need to step
up their game. If Kutcher’s provocation has taught us anything, its
that entertainment has become just
as important to the public as actual
news. This is a frightening concept
to grapple with.
So, if you care at all about the
pirates in Somalia, the coverage
of a campus sex crime or the latest
political coverage, please put down
US Weekly or Cosmo (I know its
difficult, I love it too), and pick up
The Wall Street Journal. Stop checking the post secret tweets on Twitter
and follow CNN Breaking News
or whatever other media outlet you
prefer to get your news from.
Contact Rachel Szuch at
rszuch09@jcu.edu

Next week is your
last chance to
write a letter to the
editor!
E-mail it to jcunews@jcu.
edu. Deadline is Sunday
at 5 p.m.

The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length and to reject letters if they are
libelous or do not conform to standards of good taste. All letters received become the property
of The Carroll News. Anonymous letters will not be published unless the source reveals his
or her identity to The Carroll News and the situation is deemed appropriate in its anonymity.
Letters to the editor must not exceed 500 words and must be submitted to jcunews@jcu.edu
by 5 p.m. Sunday night.
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CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
For Rent, on Warrensville Center Rd. near John Carroll. 2 Family houses, 2 or 3 bedroom suites available. Very clean and well maintained. Large rooms,
garage space, all appliances included. Available June
1st 2009. THE GOOD ONES GO FAST, SO GET
STARTED NOW!! Call Mike: Sr. (440)724-6654 or
Jr (440)336-4254.

Large house for rent. Five bedrooms, 2.5 bath. Completely renovated. All appliances included. Two car
garage and plenty of parking. Very close from campus.
Currently occupied by JCU students. Bonus on signing.
Available June 1, 2009. Call: 440-341-8494

SINGLE 4 bedroom JCU student homes for rent
09-10 school year. Large rooms, remodeled, finished
basements, A/C, hardwood floors, All appliances
included w/ free laundry. Close to campus will go
quick. $500 bonus if leased by April 1. 216-9902241

Two Family House; walking distance to JCU. Each
Unit has 2 BR, 1 Bath, Living Room, Dining Area (All
Hardwood Floors), Kitchen, Den/Office (or additional
bedroom). 2 finished rooms in basement. All appliances included. Garage. Available starting July. E-mail
L9297M@sbcglobal.net OR call (216)401-7755

2 Bedroom First Floor unit. Located on Warrensville
Center Rd, Central Air, Kitchen Appliances, large
living area Washer/Dryer all included. $750/mnth.
440-542-0232

5 bedroom house for rent. Close to campus. Washing machine, dryer, dishwasher, and refrigerator
included. Hardwood floors throughout, 1 1/2 bathrooms. new furnace and plenty of parking. $1550 per
month. Please call Steve Gruber at (216) 513-1544
for more information.

2 HOUSES FOR RENT: 5 Bedroom & 4 Bedroom
house for rent in South Euclid. Close to everything.
Available June ‘09. Rent $1200 - $1400. Call Jeff at
440.479.2835 for more details.

5 bedroom single family 10 minutes from JCU available 6-1-09 $1250/month call Charles 216-402-9653

Great house for rent starting June 2009. 5 bedrooms 2
Full Baths 1800 Sqft 2 miles from campus. sellersna@
gmail.com or 216-469-4402

Univ. Hts. Walking distance to campus 4-5-6
Bedroom houses are available. All with plenty of
parking, AC, newer appliances, washers and dryers.
Currently rented by JCU students. Only a few blocks
and within walking distance from campus! Don’t
wait, ac fast! Leases to begin in June. Call Anthony
at (216)374-7164

2 bedroom 1st floor double: Across the street from
the John Carroll Annex on Green Road. Within walking distance to shopping. All appliances, washer and
dryer included. Spacious rooms, Large closets, and
garage parking. $750/mnth. 440-542-0232

We cater to John Carroll students. 1 mile from campus 4
bedroom 1/2 bath. Newly refurbished. Lots of parking.
For 2009/2010 season. These will go fast! Call Michael
at 330.388.7798

HOUSE FOR RENT - Great Condition. 3 Miles from
JCU. 3 bedrooms. Will only rent to 3 or fewer. Call
Greg at 216-397-4361
3 Bedroom 2nd Floor double. Located at 2544
Warrensville Center Rd. Central Air, Kitchen Appliances, FREE INTERNET, Washer and Dryer all
included. Large living areas and closets, Garage
parking. $925/mnth. 440-542-0232
COVENTRY AREA HOME FOR RENT! Spacious
4 bedroom, 2 bath! Hardwood Floors throughout.
Includes new refrigerator, new dishwasher and
stove. Rent is negotiable. This one won’t last! Call
Ted (216) 402-9662 or Mike (216) 789-7772 for an
appointment.
HOUSE FOR RENT AVAILABLE AUGUST 1,
2009. 3 BEDROOMS, 1.5 BATH WALKING
DISTANCE TO CAMPUS. FULLY UPDATED
HARDWOOD FLOORS. ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDED AND WASHER AND DRYER. DOUBLE
WIDE DRIVEWAY. Contact Jeff 614.593-9423 or
jeffreylynn7@gmail.com
Need a place to live and want to walk to class?
- 14149 Washington Blvd. 3 bedroom and 3 full
bathrooms located across the street from Murphy
Hall. $1,500 per month. Call Chris at 440-391-8646
to set up an appointment.

SHORT WALK TO CAMPUS, Warrensville duplex
in great condition, 3 bedrooms up and 3 down, central
air, all appliances with dishwasher and alarm system.
Added insulation in attic. Call 440.821.6415
Beat the rush. 3 bedroom single family house 3941
Washington Blvd. Stove, Fridge, Dishwasher, Washer
and Dryer, Two Car garage. Dining rm. and Living
room, finished attic. Walking distance to JCU 440-5261723
HOUSE FOR RENT/SALE 3932MEADOWBROOK
- Walk to JCU! JCU Alumni owned, 4 bdrm, 1.5 bath,
finished basement, partially furnished home for Rent or
Purchase. Available June 2009. All newer appliances
including washer & dryer. Home has 2car garage with
opener. Sign on Bonus before 12/15! Call Margie at
216.409.1948 or email at jennind1@mac.com
House For Rent - 4073 Conover: 2min walk to JCU, 4
bed, 2.5 bath, includes kitchen appliances/washer/dryer.
1 year Lease starting in June $1600 includes lawncare
and snow removal. Open House 2-4 pm Sunday 2/22/09
or view by appointment. Email clevelandhouses@
gmail.com to get application in advance or call 216212-1253 with questions

For rent: Univ. Hts. - Incredible 6 bedroom triple
within walking distance to campus available May.
$325/month per person includes water. Call 440-4792835

University Hts. Duplex Home for Rent $750-$950.
1st Floor: Remodeled, 2 bedrooms, full bath, kitchen,
living room, dining room, plus basement with 2 1/2 additional bedrooms and full bath. 2nd Floor: Remodeled
2 1/2 bedrooms, full bath, kitchen, living room, dining
room. Both units have newer furnaces and air conditioning and share laundry room, garage and driveway.
Contact Dan at 216-374-5220

For Rent 2532 Warrensville, 6 Bedrooms. Water and
Sewer Included. 2 Blocks From Campus. Finished
Basement with Bar. Available June 1st 2009. Call
704-560-5274

Walk to school, 3 blocks. Great 3 bedroom single
house. New appliances, washer/dryer. Hardwood floors,
2 car garage, x-tra driveway space. All remodeled,
finished basement and tons of storage. $1200 (216)9039541

Large two bedroom duplex with den for rent. Upper
suite includes spacious kitchen and eating area, large
living room & dining room, extra storage facility and
convenient laundry facility. Contact Curt at 216 337
7796
JCU Alumnus offers a newly refurbished single
family home that is 100 yards from Whole Foods
and University Square Mall. 2,300 sq. ft., oak floors,
LR, DR, sunroom, kitchen w/breakfast nook, 3+1
bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, 1/2 finished basement and
2 fireplaces. All new appliances in kitchen (oven,
refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher, and garbage disposal). Washer and Dryer included. High efficiency
furnace with A/C. Newer double garage. $1,400 per
month. Furnishings and conveniences negotiable. Just
over 1/2 mile from campus. Call 216-543-5881
FOR RENT/SALE for JCU students, 3BD 1.5Bath,
Single Family home, Appl., 2 car garage, deck, front
porch, clean, 1 mile to JCU $600/month 330-6667529
Single family home for rent. Great location, for JCU
Students. 14257 Washington Blvd.(Across the street
from JCU Campion Dorms.) Home is furnished and
in excellent condition, Must see. $375.00 per person
with lease starting in June 2009. Call Sam for more
details (440) 223-7368.

Large, 5 bedrooms 2 full - 1 half bath. Finished basement, library, dining room, all appliances including
clothes washer & dryer, Walk to JCU, no pets or smoking, $1725. Garage, June 1, 216 789-9090
2 or 3 bedroom 2nd floor unit located in the Cedar Lee
area. Large front porch, all kitchen appliances, washer
and dryer included. Newer furnace with Central Air,
Garage parking. 3rd floor available for additional
charge. Available June 2009. $825/mth 440-542-0232.
For Rent duplex, up/down. 2009-10 near JCU.
Warrensville Rd. Each Floor: remodeled, 3 bdrms, 2.5
bath, large closets, hardwood, carpet floors, Liv. Din. &
Sun Rms. Large eat-in kitchen, appliances, 3 car garage,
4 parking spaces. LAWN CARE INCLUDED. $1100
plus Security deposit. 216-932-5555
2 bedroom ,1 bath new, new kitchen, new light fixtures,
paddle fans in each bedroom,central air,hardwood or carpet, basement with washer dryer hook ups,and garage.
RENT NOW FOR NEXT FALL. WON,T LAST.across
from JOHN CARROLL at FAIRMOUNT CIRCLE. REMODELED.SMALL PETS OK. Call 216-780-2577cats
and small dogs are OK
For Rent, all large and clean room’s. 3 bedrooms,
kitchen, T.V. Room, appliances, and washer and dryer.
Parking. Walk to all shopping. Available June 1st 2009.
Lease $850 per month. A must see. Call 440.897.7881 or
440.655.2048

Single Family Home for Rent on Wyncote Rd
near Cedar and Belvoir, 4 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, AC,
appliances, finished basement. $1200/month Call
239-233-5770
For rent, Large 4 bedroom suite. Available June 1,
2009, all appliances included, carpeting, parking,
walk to all shopping, near JCU. $1000 per month
lease. College students living there now. Call to see
440-897-7881 or 440-655-2048
3 bedroom e.a. floor-dining room, living room (good
sized), kitchen (eat in), bath, and xtra room in lower
level for e.a. floor - washer-dryer-air. Looking for 6
ladies or 6 men - call 216.932.6488
JCU home for Sale/Rent, corner of Miramar &
Meadowbrook, 150 feet across street to Murphy
dorm. 4BR, laundry, parking, $525/mo/br or $229k
purchase. Call 330.219.1448 or email rpratt@neo.
rr.com for details
HOUSE FOR RENT UNIVERSITY HTS. JUST
OFF WARRENSVILLE CENTER RD. Walking distance to JCU. 4 bedroom, 2 full baths, all appliances
including washer/dryer, lawn/sewer/snow removal
included, finished basement, fireplace, balcony, front
and back deck. 216- 870-1886
Duplex for Rent. Spacious & Well-Maintained.
Each Unit has 3 Bdrms, 1 ½ Bath. ¼ Mile from
JCU.Call JCU Alumni @ 440.336.2437.
First floor two bedroom unit for Rent: Across the
street from the John Carroll annex on Green Road.
Within walking distance to shopping. All appliances,
including washer and dryer included. Spacious
rooms, Large closets, and garage parking. Available
June Rent $750/mnth. 440-542-0232.
GREAT HOUSE FOR RENT. 4 bedroom, 2.5
bathroom. Air-conditioned, all appliances, finished
basement, nice patio, plenty of parking. Nice, clean,
updated, reasonable price. Good South Euclid
location less than 2 miles from campus. Owned by
parents of JCU alumni. Available June 1. Call for
details and an appointment to see. 440-336-2929
Modern two-family haouse for rent. Two bedrooms,
A/C, snow removal. Warrensville Center, two
blocks from JC. Flexible move in dates. JCU Alum
216-292-3727

Roommate Wanted
Seeking 1-2 JCU girls to sublet for summer. Huge
house 3 minute walk to campus on S.Belvoir. Bedrooms inc’l bed, dresser, desk. Rent $250/mo + utilities (negotiable). Email jcusummerhouse@cox.net
Three JCU girls seek quiet, responsible 4th roommate
for 2009-2010. Beautiful, 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath, walking distance to JCU (not Warrensville). Rent $330/
mo +utilities. New appliances, paint, carpet, washer/
dryer. If interested/have questions e-mail carrollhouse2009@yahoo.com
JCU grad student seeking 2 responsible female
roommates to share a 3BR, 1BA house. $270/
month+utilities. 1mi to campus, nice updated clean
house with washer/dryer. Call Margaret 412-4787867

GRADUATING SENIORS: Come join our
summer intern program this year and earn
the right to join our staff on a full time basis
in September (salary, bonus, benefits, 401K,
profit sharing, equity). We are a national
sales organization expanding rapidly. We
want upwardly mobile career professionals
who want to grow, develop and prosper with
the success of our company. If you have a
vision of your life that includes commitment to your career, a passion to achieve
and succeed, and the opportunity to join a
world-class organization, please forward
your resume to: craig.semenec@familyheritagelife.com
Looking for Homework Assistant/Babysitter
for my 10 & 12 year old sons. Need 2 days/
week from 3pm-6pm in our Pepper Pike
Home (days can be flexible). Education/
psychology major preferred. Need car. Need
to start 2nd week of January. Call Tracy 216464-7744
Summer Camp Counselor for children w/disabilities. Must have strong work ethic and be
interested in making a difference in the life of
a child. $9-$11 hr., 35 hr/wk, summer only.
4 sites in Summit County, Ohio. Must enjoy
outdoor activities. Visit www.akroncyo.org
to download an application from the Careers
link. EOE
The Mayfield Sandridge Club Grounds
Department is seeking dependable, hard
working individuals who enjoy working in an
outdoor environment. Job duties may include
but are not limited to mowing greens, tees,
fairways and rough. 40 + hours a week and
uniforms are provided. Please apply in person
at The Mayfield Country Club Grounds Department, 1545 Sheridan Road South Euclid.
For directions call 216-381-0078
As part of our expansion program, our
company is looking for part time Work from
home Account Manager and sales representatives, it pays 10% of what the client send
to you monthly plus benefits and takes only
little of your time. Please contact us for more
details. Requirements - Should be a computer
Literate. 2-3 hours access to the internet
weekly. Must be over 20yrs of age. Must be
Efficient and Dedicated. If you are interested
and need more information, Contact Patrick
Jordan (ptrckjrdn10@gmail.com)
Babysitter for SH JCU family. 1 yr old boy.
walking distance to campus. weekends, some
fall weekday aft. Summer and fall availability
pref. email mollyzbrown@aol.com experience, references, availability & contact info

Classified ads cost $5.00 for
the first 10 words and $0.25
for each additional word.
To be placed, ads must be
typed or handwritten clearly
and legibly and sent to or
dropped off at The Carroll
News office with payment.
Classified ads will not be run
without pre-payment.
Classifieds will not be taken
over the phone. Deadline for
classifieds is noon of the Monday prior to publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The Carroll News
John Carroll Univ.
20700 N. Park Blvd.
University Hts, OH 44118
carrollnews@jcu.edu.

Help Wanted
Tutor: Need math major to tutor student for 1 hr/
week in Algebra II/Trig. $15/hr. Call 216-561-0885
and ask for Dana.
Babysitter for our 2.5 year old daughter and 6 month
old son. 1/2 mile from JCU. No transportation necessary. Have had great success with JCU sitters. Flexible
times. 216-292.3727

Federal Law bans discrimination
by race, sex, religion, color, national
origin, family status and handicap in
all Ohio rental property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly accept advertising in violation of this law. As
a consequence, The Carroll News will
not accept rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

